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1 . 1 OBJECTIVEOF THE STUDY
T ourism is one of the fastest growing industry in the
world . B ecause of the importanceand interest placed on
tourism in the world to - day , the author is particularly
fascinatedby the growthof tourismin H ong K ong .
H ong K ong ' s tourism has experiencedtr mendousgrowth
over the last decade. T ravelreceiptin 1 9 7 2 was HK $ 2 , 2 7 1
million , which constitutedabout 7 per cent of the GNP and
l
coveredH ong K ong ' s entire trade defeicitin the same year .
H owever, H ong K ong is now facing acute competitionn
the tourist business from almost every neighbouringcountry
suchas S ingapore, T hailand, J apan, T ai W an , S outhK orea , and
the P hilippines. A s such , the objectiveof this study is to
analyse the tourist industryin H ong K ong and to see the variables
which make tourism successfulhere . E mphasis is placed on the
developmentof tourism, its impacton H ong K ong ' s economy,
the role of G overnment, and the future prospects.
1 . 2 DEFINITIONOF TERI' MS
T he tourist industryin H ong K ong shall be interpreted
as the industry providing travelling and boarding facilities
and services to tourists and / or engagingin other tourist
2
development business. The industry would therefore involve
airlines, hotels, tourist agencies, and other tourist services
business in Hong Kong.
Different definitions and interpretations have been
given to the term 'tourist' by different countries and
organizations. The definition of 'tourist' used by the
Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
is Any person visiting a country, other than that in which
he usually resides, for a period of at least twenty-four hours.
And the following are considered as tourists:
1. Persons travelling for pleasure, for family reasons,
for health, etc.
2. Persons travelling to meetings, or in a representative
capacity of any kind (scientific, administrative,
diblomatic, religious, athletics, etc.).
3. Persons travelling for business reasons.
4. Persons arriving in the course of a sea cruise,
even when they stay less than twenty-four hours.
Students, migrants, workers, immigrants, residents in
frontier zones and travellers passing through a country without
stopping are specifically excluded from the definition. Persons
travelling for pleasure for a period of less than twenty-four
hours are regarded as 'excursionists'.2
Although all OECD member countries recognize the above
definition, not all of them can record the number of persons
classified as 'tourist' according to the definition. On the
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other hand , the U nited N ations S tatisticalC ommissionand the
I nternationalU nion of O fficial T ravel O rganizations( IUOTO )
define the term ' tourist ' as A ny person visiting a country
other than that in which he has his usual place of residence,
for any reason other than following an occupation remunerated
from within the country visited . T his definitioncovers :
1 . T ourists , that is , temporaryvisitorsstayingat
least twenty - four hours in the country and the purpose
of whose journey can be classifiedunder one of the
following headings :
( A ) L eisure includingrecreation, holiday, health ,
study , religion, and sport .
( B ) B usiness, family, mission, meeting.
2 . E xcursionists, that is , temporaryvisitors staying
less than twenty - four hours in the country visited
( includingtravellerson cruises ) .
T he statisticsshould not include travellerswho , in
the legal sense , do not enter the country ( air travellers
who do not leave an airport' s transit area , and similarcases ) . 3
T he definitionadopted in this study is the one derived
by U nited N ations and IUOTO because it is more comprehensive
and widely accepted, and the H ong K ong T ourist A ssociation
( HKTA ) also used it as a guidelineto classify foreign arrivals .
' H otel ' as given in the H otel P roprietorsO rdinanceof
1 9 6 4 means A n establishmentheld out by the proprietoras
offering food , drink and if so required , sleeping accommodation,
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without special contract, to any traveller presenting himself
who appears able and willing to pay a reasonable sum for the
services and facilities provided and who is in a fit state to
4
be received.
Basically, the term 'travel agents' refers to an agent
who gives advice to tourists on the merits of alternative
destinations, and on methods of transport and routings to arrive
at the chosen destination. The agent will also undertake the
booking of the transportation, and if required, will make bookings
for accommodation and other arrangements.5
These are generally known as 'tour operators' who secure
transportation, meal and accommodation, and make arrangements
for sightseeing and other amusements, and quote an inclusive
price for the package. Sometimes the tours will be sold directly
to the public by the tour operator. On other occassions they
6
will be sold through retail travel agents.
1.3 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This study will concentrate mainly on what Hong Kong
has to offer to tourists, the Government's role, the tourist
influx into Hong Kong by countries, the economic benefits to
Hong Kong, and to make a preliminary assessment of the long
term potential for Hong Kong as a tourist destination. The
author would try his best to cover most of the related industries
or problems but could not go into much depth mainly due to
the shortage of time and manpower.
5The study would not attempt to present a detailed plan
for tourism development or promotion project although recommend-
ations would be made. Moreover, because of unavailability
of data of foreign countries, comparison with competing countries
would only be made when possible.
1.4 SOURCE OF DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The main source of data were the Hong Kong Tourist
Association, the Hong Kong Hotel Association, and various
government departments. Information about tourism in other
countries came from the national tourist organization of the
respective countries, such as the Japan National Tourist
Organization (JNTO), the Singapore Tourist Promotion Board
(STPB), the Tourist Organization of Thailand (TOT), the
Tourism Bureau of TaiWan (TBT), and the Australian Tourist
Commission (ATC). In short, facts and figures would be based
on existing available data from all sources.
On the other hand, as tourist surveys are conducted
by the Research Department of the Hong Kong Tourist
Association every year, it is not necessary for the author to
repeat such surveys. However, in order to obtain detailed
opinions and more insights, in-depth interviews have been held
with representatives from the following organizations:
1. Hong Kong Tourist Association.
2. Hong Kong Hotel Association.
3. Hong Kong Association of Travel Agents-
香 港 中 文 大 學 圖 書 館 藏 書
64. Japan National Tourist Organization, Hong Kong Office.
5. Sheraton Hotel.
6. Alitalia Airlines.
7. International Tourist Service Ltd.
8. Lotus Tour Ltd.
9. Travel Adviser Ltd.
10. Duty Free Shoppers Ltd.
The whole study is divided into six chapters. First,
the development of tourism would be examined and projection
on tourist arrivals for the next five years would be made.
The author would then look at the contribution of tourist
expenditure to Hong Kong's economy. Tourist industry as a
total system would be studied to see how well the inflow of
tourists to Hong Kong is being supported by the Government
and the private sectors. Finally, substantial recommendations




1. Hong Kong Tourist Association, Annual Report 1972-1973, p.2.
2. British Information Service, Britain and International
Tourism, London: Central Office of Information 1972, p.3.
3. IUOTO, Press Information, Geneva: IUOTO 1968,pp.1-2.
4. Hong Kong Government, Hotel Proprietors Ordinance of 1964.




DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM IN HONG KONG
2.1 GENERAL ANALYSIS OF TOURIST ARRIVALS IN HONG KONG
Tourism began to develop in Hong Kong as early as 1930
and the Hong Kong Travel Association was incorporated by
Ordinance in 1935. But it is not until the 50's that tourism
had assumed a position of first rate importance in Hong Kong's
economy. The number of tourists in 1953 was estimated to be
about 30,000 and spendings by these tourists was possibly in
the order of HK$72 million.1
The Hong Kong Tourist Association was established by
Ordinance in 1957 to take the place of the Hong Kong Travel
Association when the contribution of tourism to Hong Kong's
economy was realized by the Government. Since then, tourism
receives its boost and its growth has been tremendous. The
average number of visitors per month for 1972 was 90,188 while
the monthly average for 1962 was only 21,084. The total number
of tourist arrivals in 1972 was 1,082,253, an increase of 327
per cent from 1962. The Japanese and Americans were mainly
responsible for this large jump.
From 1966 to 1967, increase in the number of tourist
arrivals in Hong Kong has been slight, from 505,733 in 1966 to
527,365 in 1967 showing an increase of merely 4.27 per cent.
This could be attributed to the 1967 civil disturbance which
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lasted from June 1967 to the end of that year. Then in 1971
there was even a decrease in tourist arrivals, from 927,256
in 1970 to 907,295 in 1971, showing a decrease of 2.2 per cent.
This might be due in part to a moderate economic recession
in the United States, and the unusual large number of tourist
passing through Hong Kong in 1970 on their way to and from the
Expo '70 in Japan.
On comparing the actual number of arrivals with that
forecast by the Checchi and Company in 1961, it is discovered
that Hong Kong was 128 per cent over that forecast in 1968 and
in 1970 it was 138 per cent. Hong Kong was the fourth country
following Singapore, Thailand, and TaiWan with the largest
positive variance on the list.2 (See Exhibit 2.1)
Compared to certain countries in Asia such as Japan,
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand,
Hong Kong had more tourists than any of them since the 60's.
(See Exhibit 2.2). However,*the average growth rate for the
past five years was only 17.05 per cent and this placed Hong
Kong on the fifth of the list following South Korea, Singapore,
Thailand, and TaiWan which had average growth rate of 34.60
per cent, 31.60 per cent, 20.15 per cent, and 18.56 per cent
respectively. This may be considered as a warning message that
Hong Kong is facing severe competitions from its nearby
countries. (See Exhibit 2.3)
The following discussions will be llmitea to aata o1
1971 and 1972 which all came from the Hong Kong Tourist
10
Association unless otherwise specified, as data for the previous
years are not available.
2.1.1 DISTRIBUTION OF TOURIST ARRIVALS BY NATIONALITY
In 1962, the largest tourist generating market of Hong
Kong was North America (USA and Canada) which accounted for
37.70 per cent of total tourist arrivals, followed by South East
Asians with 18 per cent, while United Kingdom accounted for
14 per cent of a total of 253,016 visitors.
However, by 1972 there was a distinct change in the
composition of visitor arrivals in Hong Kong. The previous
top market North America, especially the United states, was
displaced and pushed to number two position by Japan while
South East Asian countries assumed the third position. The
decline of the United Kingdom as a tourist generation market
was quite alarming, they constituted as small a percentage as
6 per cent of total tourist arrivals. This might due partly
to the defense withdrawal plan of Britain at the end of 60's,
people who would visit their relatives or friends working in
the British forces in Hong Kong previously would now have
nobody to visit. Another reason was that the British economy
was not as prosperous during these years. The increase of
South East Asia regions was mainly contributed by visitors from
Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. On the other hand, although
the number of Australia and New Zealand tourists had increased
substantially, they continue to maintain their market share of
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approximately 6.8 per cent and 0.7 per cent respectively. As
for tourists from West European countries, there was an increase
of 11.6 per cent over 1971, and they accounted for 8.4 per
cent for total tourist arrivals.
From this we may say that the portion of the wcrld
which shows the greatest potential in the foreseeable future
for Hong Kong's tourist industry is visitors from Japan and
West European countries.
Because the tourist business of Hong Kong, Japan,
Singapore and Thailand are approximately of the same size,
some comparison may be pertinent.
Hong Kong is ahead of both Singapore and Thailand in
tapping Japanese tourists. For example, Hong Kong had almost
5 and 3.7 times as many tourists from Japan as Singapore and
Thailand had in 1972. (See exhibit 2.4) But, Hong Kong was
less successful in getting North American tourists compared
with Japan. The figure was 229,609 versus 346,032 in 1972
which implies that as many as 116,000 North American visitors
went to Japan in 1972 without coming to Hong Kong. Similar
phenomena also happened to West Europeans when compared the
number of tourists between Hong Kong and Thailand (90,905
versus 155,813 in 1972). An important point here is that a
large North American and West Europe market is right on Hong
Kong's doorsteps, that is, Japan and Thailand.
In brief, the six major tourist generating markets























in 1 9 7 2 were:
1 . J apan- 3 2 . 3 per cent
2 . N orthA merica- 2 1 . 2 per cent
3 . S outhE ast A sia - 1 6 . 3 per cent
4 . W esternE urope- 8 . 4 per cent
5 . A ustralia- 6 . 8 per cent
6 . U nitedK ingdom- 6 per cent
2 . 1 . 2 ANALYSISOF TOURISTARRIVALSIN HONG KONG BY AGE GROUP
T he largest numberof tourist who visited H ong K ong
in 1 9 7 2 werein the 3 6 - 4 5 age group, accountingfor 2 8 . 6 per
cent of the total . N ext was the 2 6 - 3 5 age bracketwith 2 3 . 7
per cent , followedby 4 6 - 5 5 age bracketwith 1 9 . 7 per cent .
T his shows that the main marketfor tourist for H ong K ong is
betweenth ages2 6 - 5 5 . ( S ee E xhibit2 . 5 )
T he same phenomenaalso occurs in other countries.
F or example, in 1 9 7 2 , 5 7 . 4 per cent of touristsin S ingapore
were under forty years of age while 2 0 . 4 per cent fell in the
4 0 - 4 9 yearsage group. 3 I n the P hilippines, 4 6 per cent were
in the 3 0 - 4 9 age bracket. 4
A s a considerablel rge group of tourists are in the
middle age group , this shows that holiday abroad is not limited
to the elder sectors. B ut , one importantpoint here is that
as these younger tourists are usually less affluent and they
tend to spend less time and money in the places that they visit ,
so countries where prices are increasing steeply certainly
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would not attract them .
2 . 1 . 3 ANALYSISOF TOURISTARRIVALSBY SEX
T he distributionby sex of tourist to H ong K ong from
1 9 6 2 to 1 9 7 2 had beenquitestable, with about6 6 per cent
males and 3 3 per cent females.
I n 1 9 7 2 , male visitorsalso outnumberedfemale visitors
in S ingaporeand the P hilippinesat a ratio very similar to
thatof H ongK ong. ( S ee E xhibit2 . 6 )
T he reasons, besides that there are more males than
femalesin the world , may be that it is still not commonfor
females to be in high positionswhether in business or
governmentalorganizations, and as a result they usually can
not afford to travel abroad . H owever , as the structureof
society , especiallyin N orth A merica and E urope , is changing
gradually , more female tourists are expected .
2 . 1 . 4 ANALYSISOF TOURISTARRIVALSBY PURPOSEOF VISIT
B asically , there are four different types of tourists ,
1 . T hose who came for vacation
2 . T hose who came for visiting friends or relatives
3 . T hose who came on business
4 . T hose passingthroughH ong K ong for more than twenty-
four hours
O n the average, of the touristswho visitedH ong K ong
in 1 9 7 2 , one fifth were on business. B ut , as manypeopledo
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some business when they are on holiday, while others may take
some time off for a short holiday when they are travelling for
business, it may be difficult to distinguish one group from
another strictly. Referring to the research carried out by
the HKTA, only 6 per cent travelled entirely or almost entirely
on business while 81 per cent said that they were travelling
entirely or almost entirely on pleasure. (See exhibit 2.7)
According to the data, it is discovered that 14 per
cent of visitors from South East Asia were-entirely or almost
entirely on business. The underlying reason is that most of
the overseas Chinese in South East Asia are in the business
field and have business connections with Hong Kong, and trade
relations between the two places are both frequent and important.
2.1.5 AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY OF TOURISTS IN HONG KONG
In 1971, the average length of stay of tourists in
Hong Kong was 3.6 nights and in 1972 it dropped to 3.3 nights.
The tourists who stayed the longest were those from United
Kingdom with an average of 3.9 nights. This may due to the
fact that many of them came to Kong Kong to visit their
friends or relatives. Although there were more Japanese tourists
than any other nationalities, they tended to be the group
who spent least time in Hong Kong. An average of 2.9 nights
was recorded for Japanese tourists in 1972. (See exhibit 2.8)
The various sub-groups of visitors who seemed to spend
longer than the average in Hong Kong were:
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3.7 nights1. The 26-35 years old
5.7 nights2. Vacation (Visiting friends or
relatives)
4.1 nights3. Business visitors
3.9 nights4. Those on unescorted group tours
3.9 nights5. Those with monthly incomes
over HK$9, 000
Looking at the other Asian countries, the average stay
in Japan by foreign visitors had been declining yearly until
1971 except for 1970 when the World Exposition was held. In 1972,
overseas visitors made a stay of 13.46 days as against 12.72
days in 1971. And the average length of stay by business visitors
was ashigh as 21.47 days.6 In the Philippines, statistics shows
that majority visitors came for a two nights stay (20.81 per cent).
But, weighted mean stay of foreign visitors was computed at 7.7
nights.7 Therefore, Hong Kong is behind them in luring tourists
to stay for a longer period.
To improve such situation, Hong Kong should have more
places attractive enough for these tourists to spend more time
in Hong Kong. Besides, resort development will also make
tourists stay longer as they not only come for sightseeing but
relaxing and resting as well.
2.1.6 SEASONALITY OF ARRIVALS
Peak months of tourist arrivals were May, October,
and November. It is observed that two of the peak months are
in the second half of the year which accounted for 51.3 per cent
16
of the total arrivals.
Almost every month except July and September were the
favourtie months for tourists from Japan. However, tourists
from United States showed a preference for the months of July
and October, while tourists from South East Asian countries
preferred May. October and November were preferred by
Europeans. Australians and New Zealanders had a similar pattern
as the Americans.
The slack months in 1972 were January, June and September.
July and September were the only two months when there were
less than 20,000 Japanese tourists. The month with the least
number of Americans and South East Asians tourists was January
while June was the period least preferred by Europeans.
As far as arrivals by season is concerned, and compared
with some other Asian countries, it seems that Hong Kong,
TaiWan, and Japan have a similar pattern, whereas Thailand,
Singapore, and the Philippines resembled each other. (See
Exhibit 2.9)
Seasonal fluctuation is actually inevitable, and it is
especially obvious in vacation tourism because of school holiday
patterns and industrial or commercial vacation system. Climatic
and geographic factors in both tourist generating and receiving
countries also determine vacationer's time and destination.
For Example, most people in Western countries would not go
abroad for vacations in December or January as they like to
spend Christmas and New Year holidays at home with their own
GRAPH3
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families. On the other hand, business travellers has little
relation to seasons and to a certain extent offsets variations
in vacation travel. This is one of the reasons that Hong Kong
should try to establish itself as a convention centre as
conventions are held regardless of seasons, and therefore it
can help to provide tourists even in those slack months when
few ordinary vacationers would come.
2.2 ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC TOURIST GENERATING MARKETS
The countries which deserve further study are Japan,
South East Asia, United States of America, Australia, and
Western Europe, because they were and continue to be the major
markets of the tourist industry of Hong Kong.
2.2.1 THE JAPANESE MARKET
In the past ten years, Japan has been in the top three
position in the ranking of top tourist generating markets for
Hong Kong. (See Exhibit 2.10) The steady increase in the
number of Japanese tourists to Hong Kong averaged 30.6 per cent
annualy. The percentage increase of 1971 over 1970 was 49 per
cent and that of 1972 over 1971 was 44 per cent.
Of the Japanese travelling abroad, their main destinations
are Hong Kong, United States, TaiWan, South Korea, and some
European countries. (See Exhibit 2.11) The average growth
rate of Japanese tourists to Hong Kong was 36 per cent for the
period of 1970-1972 which is greater than that of the total
18
Japanese tourists (29 per cent for the period 1970-1972).
This augurs well for Hong Kong and can be attributed to several
factors such as:
1. Acceptance of Hong Kong as a tourist destination
2. Inauguration of charter flights between Japan and
Hong Kong.
3. Distance between Japan and Hong Kong is short compared
with many other countries even within the Asia region.
It has been observed that the habit and desire to travel
have permeated all economic levels of population in Japan.
White-collar workers and students formed more than 70 per cent
of the passport applicants.8
The growth of Japanese travellers was given a great
boost when the Japanese Government took steps to liberalize
travel regulations and allowance. Previously, passports issued
to Japanese used to be valid for only six months or one trip
which implied that they have to apply for a new passport for
every trip abroad. During this time plural passports which
were valid for two years were issued solely to people travelling
on official business and businessmen. However, with effect
from December 1970 a new passport law was passed which enabled
any Japanese to apply for passport valid for five years and
multiple trips to any country with which Japan has diplomatic
relations. The new law also made it possible for prefectural
government offices the right to issue passports in addition to
the Foreign Office in Tokyo or the Tokyo Metropolitan Government.
19
Thus, the process of obtaining a passport has been greatly
improved, especially to the convenience of the potential
travellers in cities or towns a long way from Tokyo.
Travel allowance of the Japanese has been progressively
increased from US$500 in 1966 per person per trip (without
restriction on the number of trips) to US$700 in April 1969,
and again to US$1,000 for sightseeing and pleasure trips and
a maximum of US$3,000 for businessmen and bankers in July 1970.
Such relaxation of restrictions on travel allowance certainly
enables Japanese travellers to spend more and also make them
possible to stay away from home longer.
The strength of the Japanese travel market can be further
gauged by a comparison of its Gross National Product (GNP) per
capita with other countries considered to be leading sources
of travel abroad.9
TABLE 2.1
GNP PER CAPITA OF
LEADING TOURIST GENERATING COUNTRIES







Source: International Monetary Fund
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Not only Japan experienced a more rapid growth in GNP,
but it is the only one of these countries which has been able
to maintain a high rate of increase. With a per capita income
of US$2,708 per year, it is the highest in whole Asia. And
the most important thing is that it is still rising very fast.
As for the holiday pattern, the Japanese are likely to
become more and more inclined to escape the rigors of winter
for vacations in more temperate climates. Moreover, rates of
growth will be further increased by reduction in normal working
hours and acceptance of longer holidays by Japanese employers.
The main reason that so many white-collar clerical
workers can travel abroad is that their trips are partly or
even entirely sponsored and paid by the employers. Holiday
schemes are included as one of the fringe benefits offered to
employees in many firms. In 1972, 35 per cent of visitors
from Japan compared to only 2 per cent from the United States
had completely subsidized tours.
Some characteristics of the Japanese tourists visiting
Hong Kong are analysed so as to give a clearer picture about
these important customers of Hong Kong.
1. Distribution by age group
In 1972, the two age groups 26-35 and 36-45
accounted for 58 per cent of the Japanese visitors
to Hong Kong. The next highest group was the 46-55
age group with 19 per cent, followed by 16-25 age
group with 13 per cent. For those aged 56 and above,
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the percentage was only 10 per cent which may imply
that the Japanese upon retirement are not so eager
to travel. This is probably because the aged person
do not have as much money as the other group for
making trips abroad, or it may stem from the fact
that the old people knowing ber little foreign
languages are not accustomed to travelling overseas.
2. Sex distribution
The 1970 population figure of Japan indicated
that females outnumbered males with a sex ratio of
96.5. This sex disparity tends to be greater in
the higher age group with 62.7 males per 100 females
in the sixty and above age group compared with 104.1
males per 100 females in the nineteen and below
age group.
In the analysis of Japanese tourists to Hong
Kong, the males far outnumbered females, and the
trend shows the ratio of males to females was three
to one in 1972. This can be attributed to three
main reasons.
(A) It is still expensive for the average Japanese
to take his wife with him on an overseas trip.
(B) Still customary for Japanese to stay at home.
(C) Most of the visitors who came to Hong Kong on
business were males. It is particularly true for
fhe Japanese as males dominate the business and
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commercial field, and only senior executives
will be sent overseas for business reasons.
This pattern however will not last very long.
With industrialization and westernization resulting
in a modern society, it would be logical for the
Japanese women to follow their male counterparts.
In fact, the number of Japanese women travellers
should be the primary target of Hong Kong, more so
when Hong Kong has the reputation of being a shopping
paradise and a gourmet's haven, all of which are
specially appealing to the female visitors. As a
target, Hong Kong should aim for capturing the females.
3. Distribution by occupation
An analysis of Japanese visitors to Hong Kong by
occupation shows that in 1972 22 per cent were junior
executives or clerical workers, followed by owners of
business with 18 per cent and housewives 11 per cent.
This seems to coincide with the overall trend in
Japan. .According to the Japan National Tourist
Organization, white-collar employees and students
held more than 70 per cent of those who applied for
passports in 1972.10
The reasons why so many junior executives and
clerical workers come to Hong Kong are that, firstly
as their trips are sponsored by their employers, low
cost places are chosen as destinations so as to
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alleviate employers' payouts, and Hong Kong is one
of the places which charges lower than Europe or
United States. Secondly, three or four days would
be enough for seeing through Hong Kong, and most
people can afford that expense.
As cost is one of the main reasons that attracts
so many Japanese tourists, the rising of all kinds
of expenditures will therefore hamper Hong Kong as
the destination of these tourists. One way of
keeping Hong Kong filled with Japanese tourists is
to attract more senior executives and top management
people who have higher incomes and can afford to
spend more. Others such as professionals and school
teachers should also become the target of Hong Kong.
4. Distribution by purpose of travel
In 1970, 55 per cent of the total number of
passports issued in Japan were for pleasure purposes,
while in 1972, those for pleasure have increased to
79 per cent of the total on the passport basis.11
Of those Japanese coming to Hong Kong in 1972,
80 per cent were for vacation and only 17 per cent
were for business. This indicated that Hong Kong is
a popular place for pleasure travel.
It is believed that as demand for pleasure or
vacation trip of the Japanese grows, the resources
within Japan itself for the supply of such services
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will be insufficient. From this, the ratio of
foreign travel will increase rapidly. According
to a survey on the actual condition and trend of
tourism by the Japan Tourist Association, pleasure
trip ranked first, and sightseeing tours grew up
to 35 per cent in 1972.12 The most popular activities
were sea-bathing, fishing, and shell-fish gathering.
Next to them were pilgrimage and festival-going.
Therefore, Hong Kong should develop facilities to
cater for the Japanese tourists if it wants to attract
more Japanese. As for festivals, there are plenty
of festivals full of Chinese specialities, but
promotion is needed so that they can be known to
foreign visitors.
5. Distribution by travel arrangement
Because of the group travelling habits of the
Japanese acquired in school, family, and companies
where they work, it has extended to their travel
patterns. Packaged tours are extremely popular
among Japanese travellers. Moreover, they are
cheaper than travelling on an individual basis too.
The following table shows the number of Japanese
overseas travellers handled by the general travel
agents during these years from 1969 to 1971.
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TABLE 2.2
NUMBER OF JAPANESE OVERSEAS TRAVELLERS




No. of tourists handled
1,024,923723,172575,029by travel agents
81Percentage of total 9177
Source: Japan National Tourist Organization.
In 1972, out of the total number of Japanese
tourists approximately 60 to 70 per cent came on
group tours.13 Therefore, in order to promote Hong
Kong as a place to visit, a lot will depend on the
connections between the travel agents of Hong Kong
and Japan such that the group tour inclination of
.the Japanese can be capitalized on.
As a matter of fact, one of the reasons that so
many Japanese tourists coming to Hong Kong on group
basis is that the All Nippon Airways began to operate
charter flights which offer lower fares between Japan
and Hong Kong since 1970.
6. Others
The Japanese visitors like to stay in hotels.
When they go shopping they spend immensely on impulsive
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buying. Another point to note is the kind of food
they prefer. Usually, they still prefer Japanese
food.
In brief, they are delightful travellers,
does not complain, and easy to get along with.
CONCLUSION AND PROJECTION
Japan is still the market for Hong Kong to look at in
the future. Based on the above analysis, Hong Kong can
concentrate on various types of Japanese such as
1. The middle age group
2. The females
3. The clerical staff together with top management
personnels
4+. The group packaged, cost-oriented Japanese
5. The sightseeing Japanese travellers
As of late 1973, Japan began to experience a slow down
of their economic pace as a result of oil embargo and energy
crisis. This may be in turn have repercussions on Japanese
travelling overseas. Mr. Yushiki of the Japan National Tourist
Organization, Hong Kong Office said that Japan would probably
fail to surpass its annual increase of about 30 per cent for
total Japanese travellers. Thus, looking at the graph of the
total number of Japanese travellers and recognizing the recession
that it is going to experience, a straight line fit would give
a projection that would dampen its previous growth rate. As
effects of the slowdown of economy would not be evident in
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1974 yet, it is reasonable to estimate the number,-,of Japanese
tourists to Hong Kong will increase at least 20 per cent over
1973, and reach the mark of 539,626. For the years 1975 to
1978, the projection from the straight line least square
method is used. Thus, this is in fact a very conservative
estimate for the future.
By projecting the number of Japanese visitors to Hong
Kong using the least square method, it is expected that
821,220 Japanese will come to Hong Kong in 1978. (See Exhibit 2.12)
2.2.2 THE AMERICAN MARKET
1. Some characteristics of the American travellers
The American tourists to Hong Kong usually
enjoy a higher income than many of their fellow
countryman, although they may not show it. They
also tend to receive high education as 21 per cent
of them are professionals, 14 per cent were owners
in business or senior executives, and 9 per cent
were school teachers or principals. This may suggest
that these persons whose exposure to knowledge has
evoked a lasting interest in learning more. Therefore,
in making trips abroad they would like to return home
laden with tangible or intangible momentos of the
various places they have visited and memories of
the experiences they have undergone. In 1972, the
visitors from United States to Hong Kong classified
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according to their purpose of visit were that 91
per cent came to Hong Kong entirely for pleasure,
and only 2 per cent were entirely for the sake of
doing business. As there is such a great difference
between Chinese and American culture, the Americans
would be extremely interested in seeing native
culture, historic and scenic sights, and experiencing
as many aspects of native life as possible. On the
other hand, Americans travelling abroad still like
to live in American style hotels for their informality,
speedy check-in, reliable service, and fast meals.
A statistical profile compiled by the Hong Kong
Tourist Association reveals that on average, Americans
stayed in Hong Kong for 3.9 nights, with 56 per cent
of them taking vacation of more than four nights.
This compares very favourably with an average length
of stay for all other visitors of 3.3 nights of
whom only 33 per cent stayed for longer than four
nights. And a high proportation of American.. travellers
were women, 45 per cent compared to an average of
34 per cent for other markets. As for the age
classification, 16-25 age group constituted only 9
per cent of total American visitors to Hong Kong,
while 28 per cent were over 55 years of age. This may
reflect that American visitors would be able to
spend more during their trip overseas as most of them
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have had occupations. The median age of American
travellers in 1972 was 46.2 compared with the overall
average of 40.2.
As United States is a large country, there
are differences between the people in Western
States and those in Eastern States. And these
differences such as income level., knowledge or
contact with East hemisphere, travel pattern will
affect their trip destination. As shown in the
following table, most visitors came from Western
States with 44.5 per cent, followed by those from
Eastern States with 26.9 per cent. This is because
firstly people in these two parts usually have
higher income and they can afford to travel to
Far East. Secondly, many companies which have
business connection with Hong Kong are located in
the East and West of United States, thus business
trips to Hong Kong are not unusual. Thirdly, most
large cities such as Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Chicage, New York, Philaedeia are situated in either
the West or the East, and it is easier for people
living in large cities to know about Hong Kong.
Fourthly, the Hong Kong Tourist Association has
representative offices in San Franciso and New York
to promote the business, but there is no such offices
in the South or the North.
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TABLE 2.3









Upon analysing the seasonality of American
tourists coming to Hong Kong, it is evident that
July and October are the peak month with lows in
January and February. This is indicative of the
fact that Americans are not attracted by local
festivals such as the Chinese New Year in February,
Arts Festival in March, or Mid-Autumn Festival in
September. However, these festivals would become
very attractive to the Americans if they are
anxious to experience Chinese customs and ways of
life. Therefore, the task is to persuade the
Americans to come to Hong Kong besides on peak
months. Hong Kong is actually a place where the
East meets the West, there are festivals of all
kinds pertaining to the various races throughout
the year.
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2. Forecast of American visitor arrivals in Hong KoNg
Until 1971, United States was Hong Kong's
number one source of supply of tourists. However,
in the last two years, the rapid increase in the
Japanese travelling abroad has had a marked effect
on the pattern of incoming visitors. In 1972,
only 19.6 per cent of the total visitors to Hong
Kong came from United States, compared with 32.3
per cent of the Japanese. (See Exhibit 2.13)
After a record year for American visitors in
1970, the number began to fall off in successive
years because of the economic difficulties within
the United States, as well as severe competition
from Europe which had the advantage of cheap trans-
Atlantic charter flights to lure American travelers
in the opposite direction.
Although Hong Kong's total number of visitors
increased by 19.3 per cent over 1971, the number of
Americans arriving here declined by 2.4 per cent.
In order to deal tith this kind of unfavourable
situation, the Hong Kong Tourist Association began
to launch aggressive promotion in the United States.
A significantly breakthrough was achieved in 1973
that two top American travel agents would co-operate
with an American airline to commence charter
operations on trans-Pacific air routes.
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Moreover, approximately 10 per cent of the
American visitors who came in 1972 were for
business. This would place emphasis on the United
States as a potentially large source of convention
business. It has been a common practice for
American businessmen to hold important conferences
and meetings overseas and the many varied attractions
of Hong Kong coupled with its growing, impressive
list of convention amenities and first class
tourist facilities, makes it an ideal place for all
kinds of conventions.
This is especially ture since the revaluation
of the Japanese Yen places Americans at a financial
disadvantage in Tokyo, the only city in Asia that
has excellent conference facilities.
With its increased promotional activities it is
not impossible that there will be revival of the
number of American visitors in the near future and a
substantial growth rate in the long term.
A trend series analysis is used to project
the number American travelers to Hong Kong in the
next six years. It is estimated that there will be
301,378 American visitors by the time of 1978.
(See Exhibit 2.14)
Although United States now becomes the number
two tourist generating market, its importance should
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not be ignored. In order to attract more American
visitors, special emphasis must be put on the
following types of American people.
(A) Junior executives and clerical workers.
(B) Retired persons.
(C) Businessmen and those who want to conduct
conference overseas.
(D) Residents of Southern and Central states.
(E) Group package tours designed for medium income
level Americans.
2.2.3 THE WEST EUROPE MARKET
As not many countries carry out large-scale surveys
on their own nationals travelling abroad, it seems difficult
to assess the total size of the Western European holiday market
for travel abroad. Even such date are available, Europe,
with the same size as America represents more than a dozen
different countries. A visitor from London to Stockholm,
who stays more than twenty four hours, is classified as an
international tourist, while a visitor from Los Angeles to
New York is not. For this reason, the analysis of West
Europe market will base largely on the profile of incoming
West Europeans in the past years.
However, as most West Europe countries are members of
the European Economic Community and have approximately same
economic and social structure, it is reasonable to treat them
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as a whole.
1. Distribution by age groups
In 1972, 34 per cent of the West Europe
visitors were in 26-35 age group. The second
highest group was the 36-45 age group with 22 per
cent, followed by the 16-25 age group with 18 per
cent. And the average age of West Europe visitors
was merely 34.4 compared with the overall average
of 40.2.
The fact that majority of West Europe visitors
were from the 26-45 age group implies that Hong Kong
is at this stage in time appeals more to the middle
age group West Europeans. Something can be done
to attract older people to visit Hong Kong.
.2. Distribution by occupation
An analysis of visitor arrivals from West
Europe in 1972 shows that 26 per cent were senior
executives in business or owner in business. 14 per
cent were professionals and housewives constituted
for only 12 per cent. However, it is strange that
7 per cent were students compared with the overall
average of 4 per cent. The underlying factor for
this is that many children of those British civil
servants in Hong Kong come to Hong Kong to visit
their parents during school holidays. On the
contrary, there were less housewives to Hong Kong
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from Europe than other major tourist generating
markets except Japan.
3. Distribution b purpose of travel
78 per cent of the West Europeans were travelling
entirely or almost entirely on pleasure while 7 per
cent were entirely on business. This puts West
Eurpoe as the region that has second largest
percentage of visitors to Hong Kong whose purpose
is for business. As Hong Kong is a British colony,
there are a lot business between the two places and
therefore it is not unusual that many businessmen
come to Hong Kong solely for the sake of business.
But, it indicates the fact that Hong Kong should
try to convince the Europenas that Hong Kong is also
a destination worthy for vacationing. To achieve
this purpose, there must be close relations with
travel agencies or tour operators in Europe. This
is particularly important when many European
countries have their own languages and it will be
difficult for the Hong Kong Tourist Association to
find themes, materials, and even personnels that are
suitable for every specific country.
Distribution by income
Since 1970, most European countries benefited
from a sustained rate of economic expansion. This
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enables many Europenas to travel overseas.
According to data of the Hong Kong Tourist
.Association, only 25 per cent of European visitors
had monthly income below HK13,000 per month which
is well below the overall average of 31 per cent.
And 21 per cent of thwm claimed to have no income.
This is probably because they were housewives or
students who came to Hong Kong to visit their families.
However, this percentage is still lower than many
other market regions. The table below will give a
clearer picture of the monthly income of European
visitors.
TABLE 2.4
MONTHLY INCOME OF EUROPEAN VISITORS














5. Conclusion and projection
Europe is a potential market for Hong Kong
although the number of West Europe visitors has been
increasing in recent years, they constituted about
14 per cent of the total number of tourist arrivals.
This shows that their growth is not as large as some
other markets. Individually speaking, United Kingdom,
West Germany, France, and Italy are the four most
important market areas. It also happens that they
are the four largest countries in West Europe
(not including Spain and Portugal whose economy is
well behind other West Europe countries). Therefore,
the primary objective of Hong Kong is to stimulate
people in these four countries to choose Hong Kong
as the place for their pleasure trips. On the other
hand, as trade relationships with Europe become more
and more important, there will be more businessmen
coming to Hong Kong. The following types of Europeans
should be targets of Hong Kong at the early stage.
(A) People living in United Kingdom, West Germany,
France, and Italy.
(B) Those between 36-55 years of age.
(C) School teachers.
(D) Businessmen especially those who have the intention
of holding a conference.
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(E) Those who want to escape from the rigorous cold
of Europe winters.
By using Trend Series Analysis, it is expected
that by the time of 1978, the number will reach
299,399. (See Exhibit 2.16)
2,2. 4 THE AUSTRALIAN MARKET
Australia has been a major tourist generating market for
South East Asian countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, and
even Indonesia. However, the number of tourists to Hong Kong is
small compared with other major markets. But, with only 6 per
cent of the population have travelled outside the country,
Australia should be a market with vast potential.
The characteristics of Australian visitors to Hong Kong
seems to be somewhat different from others. Very few of them
had high incomes. 4.3 per cent of them received less than
HK$5,000 per month. But unlike Japanese visitors whose incomes
also seldom exceeded HK$5,000, 56 per cent of the Australian
visitors claimed that they had no income at all compared with
17 percent of the Japanese. The reason is that 33 per cent of
the Australians who came to Hong Kong were over fifty-five years
of age and they were probably retired persons. According to
the classification of occupation, it is discerned that 11 per
cent were senior executives or owners in business while 11 per
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It is interesting to note that Australians seem to
enjoy travelling by ships. In 1972, 13 per cent of them came
to Hong Kong by sea, and as a result fewer Australians stayed
in hotels during their visit compared with other nationalities.
As for the purpose of coming to Hong Kong, 90 per cent
said that they were purely for pleasure and 1 per cent was for
business. It is hoped that there will be more people to come
on business as the trade volumes between Hong Kong and Australia,
increase gradually.
Because the distance between Hong Kong and Australia
is longer, when Australians thinking of going abroad to
certain Asian countries, their first choice would be Singapore
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which also possess very similar characteristics as that of
Hong Kong. It is therefore particularly difficult for Hong
Kong to attract Australians. One way of lureing more
Australians is to offer low cost group tours. In October,
1972, a Jetaway Holidays programme, jointly operated by Qantas
and Singapore Airlines, was introduced to attract Australian
tourists to Singapore. The programme has proved to be a great
success. 14 Australian visitors to Singapore in 1972 increased
by 37 per cent over 1971. A sixteen days all-inclusive tour
of Singapore and Malaysia costs A$399, and a nine-day holiday
in Singapore is even cheaper at A$295. Another programme was
organized jointly by Qantas and Malaysian Airline System
starting from April, 1973. The programme called Jetabout
Holidays offered three choices. Ten days in Kuala Lumpur and
Singapore with a night stopover in Malacca (A$344), seventeen
days in Kuala Lumpur, Penang and:Singapore with a night in
Malacca (A$417) or seventeen days in Malaysia, Singapore and
Bangkok (A$477). This scheme, too, has proved to be extremely
popular. The main point of describing all this is that in
order to compete with those South East Asia countries, Hong Kong
should also try to develop such kinds of holiday schemes.
Cathay Pacific, which is considered as Hong Kong's flag carrier,
may cooperate with Qantas or Air New Zealand to offer a holiday
programme including visits to Hong Kong, Macau, Tokyo or Manila.
Such programme will certainly be more superior than those offered
by Singapore or Malaysia as the Australian tourists can go to
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places with entirely different culture, climate, people, and
scenries. However, this is only served as a kind of suggestion.
Details of the profranrne should be worked out carefully by the
organizers under the help of the Hong Kong Tourist Association
and related hotels or travel agents.
Although the average growth rate for the past eight
years is as high as 15.71 per cent, the Australians constituted
a steady 6 per cent of total tourist arrivals. (aSee Exhibit
2.17) Because of the fact that the Australian market seems
to be clouded with some uncertainty at the moment, the straight
line projection (least squares method) would be good enough
to produce reasonable estimations. Based on the projection,
by 1978 there will be 97,062 Australian tourists to Hong Kong.
(See Exhibit 2.18)
2.2.5 THE SOUTH EAST. ASIA MARKET
There has been substantial growth in numbers of South
East Asians coming to Hong Kong in recent years. In 1972,
177,026 South East Asians visited Hong Kong. About 56 per
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One particular advantage in attracting visitors from
South East Asia countries to Hong Kong is that many of them
are Chinese natives. For example, 76 per cent of the 2.5
million population in Singapore, 30 per cent of the Malaysian
are Chinese. And many of them have relations whether of business
or family in Hong Kong. As many of them have higher income,
they are able to afford travelling although the mass natives
cannot.
TABLE 2.7
COMPARATIVE DATA ON GNP PER CAPITA-
IN SELECTED S.E. ASIA COUNTRIES
19721971








Source: International Monetary Fung
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In fact, when compared with Japan and Hong-Kong,
Singapore is the:o.nly'.country in South East Asia region that
has a Per Capita GNP high enough to generate overseas travelers.
This indicates that there is a boundary that Hong Kong can
acquire from South East Asia. However, one thing should be
noted before a conclusion is made. Contrast between the rich
and the poor is great in most of these countries. Therefore,
although the mass people can not afford traveling abroad, the
rich people or senior government officials can do so. Moreover,
as the political situation always change, people may want to
go to Hong Kong simply for the sake of escaping wars, or
political oppressions. Take South Vietnam as an example, when
the Vietnam war first became fierce, the number of South
Vietnamese coming to Hong Kong suddenly increased from 3,189
in 1966 to 9,910 in 1967, an increase of 211 per cent. And
the number continued to increase while the war was esclating.
However, when there was hope of peace talks and the South
Vietnam Government tightened the embarkation of its people,
the number dropped.
Therefore, unlike Japan, United States, or Australia,
the growth or decrease of number of visitors to Hong Kong
from South East Asian countries depends much on the political
and economic situations of the specific country.
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TABLE 2.8
NUMBER OF SOUTH VIETNAMESE VISITORS
TO HONG KONG 1965-1972











While 53 per cent of South East Asia visitors to Hong
Kong were in the 26-k5 age group, there was also a substantial
proportion- 23 per cent- of 46-55 age. As for the purpose
of their visits, 14 per cent said that there came entirely on
business. This might give an idea of the trade relationship
between Hong.Kang and South East Asia. And 5 per cent claimed
that they came for visiting friends or relatives.
An extremely high percentage- 34 per cent- of the
South East Asia visitors were owners or senior executives in
business while the overall average was only 23 per cent. Yet,
due to the business custom of Chinese or Asians, not many of
them would hold large business meetings in overseas countries
especially when their companies are not multinational companies.
It would be difficult to promote Hong Kong as a convention
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centre to them.
Although the growth of South East Asia visitors
arrivals for the past ten years is 15 per cent, as mentioned
above much depends on thepolitical and economic development.
It is hoped that with the increasing price of raw materials
and foreign investments, unemployment would be reduced and
per capita income could be raised. Then, there will be
tremendous growth of overseas travels and Hong xKong would
certainly be the country which is likely to have most benefits
because of its location and competitive price.
At present, in order to attract more middle income
people, low cost package tours should be developed. Cathay
Pacific Airways can offer special excursion fares or even charter
flights to them. Special attentions should be given to the
following groups of people.
1. Professionals.
2. Executives in business or governments.
3. People in Singapore, Malaysia andrThailand which
has great potential for economic development.
By using the straight line projection method, it is
estimated that there will be 253,813 visitors to Hong Kong
by 1978. (See Exhibit 2.20)
2.3 PROJECTION OF NUMBERS OF TOURIST ARRIVALS
Forecast of anykind are made merely to show the magnitude
and to help policy making of the various sectors of the country
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involved in the tourist industry. Predictions such as this is
not possible to be hundred per cent accurate because any
unexpected factor like the civil disturbance in 1967 or the
oil crisis in 1973 or the confrontation between TaiWan and
China, is enough to prove one's forecast wrong. Therefore,
all predicted figures should be taken as guides rather than
absolute figures.
There are basically three techniques by which tourist
arrivals can be forecasted.
1. Projections based on historical trends
The expected trend is usually related to other
relevant factors which determine traffic demand.
And this forecasting method can to a certain extent
involve economic variables such as personal
disposable income, population characteristics of the
main markets, etc. but does not treat them seperately.
2. Projection using regression techniques
This involves mathematical investigation of
relationship between traffic and the relevant
economic variables together with changes in air
fares and innovations in air transportation.
Regression relationships are then adopted to forecast
traffic based on forecasts of these variables.
3. The general travel market survey approach
This will be a detailed analysis of the general
characteristics of travellers and those are then
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related to population projections, based on which
the travel demand is estimated.
In selecting any particular method for forecasting, it
should be noted that the judgement itself made by the person
employing the different methods is far more important.
Mathematical and statistical methods by no means do not solve
problems nor make any forecasts. Bearing this in mind, then,
two techniques will be used to project future visitor arrivals
to Hong Kong until 1978. Only a short period has been chosen
because tourism is such a volatile industry that any small
factor can affect it. Therefore, it may not give a true
picture if projection was made into the 1980's.
The least squares method of fitting a trend line would
be employed. Moreover, both a parabola and a straight line
are to be used. The projections from both of these will then
be compared with those made by the Hong Kong Tourist Association.
The projections given by the parabola method seems to
be more optimistic than the straight line method for Hong Kong
would have 1,879,130 visitors by 1978 whereas under the straight
line method there would be only 1,661,324 visitors by that
time. However, it is reasonable to believe that projections
given by parabola method will be more accurate due to the
following reasons.
1. Development of socio-economic factors in the main
countries of origin.
It is estimated that by the time of 1980 the
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populations of Asia and Oceania are expected to reach
2,596 million, an increase of 27 per cent from 1970,
Europe including Russia by 8 per cent, North America
by 11 per cent, and Latin America by 35 per cent.15
This gives some idea of the growth in the fundmental
raw material of international tourism- the number
of people. It is obvious that a country with one
hundred million people could be expected to produce
more international tourists than a country with a
population of one?lmillion people, other things being
equal. It is'-true that nothing one the earth would
be exactly equal, but the meaning of such a statement
is apparent. Therefore, West Germany with a population
of some sixty million can generate more international
tourists than Switzerland, with a population of
five million. Of course, one can not expect India
to produce the greatest number of international
tourists in the world although she has almost four
hundred million people. Other factors apart from
population, thus, should also be taken into
consideration.
Income is another important factor when looking
at the future of tourism. The general relationship
between income and travel abroad is close. It is
clear that there exists a threshold income above
which expenditure on overseas trips begins to
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increase rapidly, but it is difficult to determine
what this threshold is. 16 Moreover, it is important
to know how income is distributed according to age
and marital status groups. It is obvious that the
old are the least active, have excess leisure in
relation to income and are passively recreative
whereas the young, unmarried person is physically
active, has a relatively large disposable income
and a reasonably flexible time budget, few family
commitments, etc. Therefore, it is almost right
to say that low income groups have the lowest
possibility of traveling Overseas. They will also
indulge more in a passive rather than active
recreational pursuits.
In conclusion, as there is a higher per capita
income and national income in nations all over the
world, international tourism will continue to increase.
And Hong Kong will certainly be benefited from it.
2. Time
It is evident that disposable time available
for leisure ought to be increasing. The length of
the standard working week has fallen in most developed
countries regularly, while the number of paid holidays
has increased. In 1971, 99 per cent of the American
workforce, 80 per cent of the Britain's observed
a five-day week. Apart from 52 Sundays, there are
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twenty official holidays in Italy, nine in United
States, eleven in West Germany, and ten in France.
In terms of holidays with pay, the American average
is two weeks, France twenty four days, West Germany
eighteen days, and Britain two weeks. Also in
terms of working hours per week the American average
is 37.5 hours, France 43.1 hours, Britain 41.5 hours,
17
West Germany 39.1 hours.'
However, leisure without affluence is of little
value. And many men, despite the shorter working
week, will work well above the stipulated maximium
with the incentive of overtime bonuses. Thus, it
is difficult to examine the exact relationship
between leisure time and travelling. But, it is
true to a certain extent that increased leisure
will promote international tourism. And as a result
of increased holidays, overseas trips will be less
concentrated into certain months of the year. This
in turn would help to offset fluctuations in season-
ality of vacation travel.
3. Motivation for travelling
Actually, no deep reasoning is required to
explain the basic motives which underlie international
travel, particularly pleasure travel. The reasons
that businessmen, students, or scholars travel are
also self-evident although each of these traveling
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is to be influenced more or less by those consider-
ations which.distinguish among competing location
for pleasure travel. The choice of conference by
businessmen or resorts by millionaire is bound to
the attraction of alternatives with respect to their
climate, amenities, and the comfort of the available
accomdations. There is no need to worry about
peoples' desire for traveling. If Hong Kong can
offer adequate facilities and reasonable prices,
growth in visitor arrivals is undoubted.
Business travel has been increasing almost as
fast as pleasure travel. This growth in business
travel can be traced to two factors: improved
transportation facilities which enables greater
mobility of corporate executives and a very large
increase in multinational firms and international
business. Hong Kong as an important industrial and
finance center in Asia, is also full of international
companies, business travel will increase in pace
with the development of trade and commerce.
4. Development in technology
In the air transport industry, there was the
advent of larger and faster aircrafts which can
reduce traveling time and lowered air fares. This
is particularly important for Hong Kong as cost
of travel is one of the most important factors
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determining the share that a country could secure
and unfortunately Hong Kong is far from most of
the major tourist generating markets except Japan.
Therefore, any reduction in time or fares would be
good for Hong Kong. And this may probably be
possible after the introduction of Jumbo jets and
those wide-bodied planes.
5. Development and acceptance of group travel
Packaged tours, special fares and traveling
incentives schemes by airlines, shipping companies,
tourist agencies do attract tourists. Because of
reduced costs in their traveling expenses there has
been an increase in the number of travelers to
Far East region.
6. Promotional activities by travel organizations
In order to attract more tourists to Hong Kong,
the Hong Kong Tourist Association has organized a
lot of promotional activities in those major tourist
generating markets. This would more or less help
the growth of tourist industry.
Based on the above analysis, the projections produced
by the straight line method would be too conservative. On the
other hand, when comparing with the projections of the Hong




A COMPARISON OF FORECAST









Because tourism is one of the most sensitive industry,
the projections made by the Hong Kong Tourist Association
seems to be little too high especially in the long term.
During the first several months in 1973, there are signs of
food and raw material shortage, and economic slowdown. Whether
these will become serious and affect the economy of
industrialized nations is still not known. However,
international tourism will be hampered if recession really
happens. Therefore, a not so ambitious estimation would be
more appropriate for Hong Kong. And by adopting the
projections derived from parabola method, it is expected that




COMPARISON OF ACTUAL TOURIST ARRIVALS WITH THAT PROJECTED BY












































TOURIST ARRIVALS IN SELECTED ASIAN COUNTRIES
19721971197019681967 19691965 1966Countries
1,082,253907,295618,410 927,256765,213446,743Hong Kong 527,365505,733
660,715854,419608,744 723,744476,771432,937 519,004Japan 366,649
166,431144,321144,071123,268112,713108,805Philippines 101,69584.015
632,149408,709 783,015251,135204,852 521,654n.a.n.a.Singapore
232,795173,000102,700 365,00084,216n.a.South Korea 131,558n.a.
473,000 580,000539,000371,000250,000183,000135,000 300,000Tai Wan
820,758638,738628,671469,784285,117225,025Thailand 377,262335,845











AVERAGE GROWTH RATE OF TOURIST ARRIVALS FOR




















MAJOR TOURIST MARKETS OF ASIAN COUNTRIES
19721971Tourist
Singapore ThailandJapanSingapore Thailand Hong KonpJapanHong KongMarkets
93,53445,057 70,28045,05755,777243,211Japar
(11.4%)( 9.0%)(32.3%)(7.1%) (16.2%)(26.8%)
159,124114,905153,219 229,609331, 280 346,032231,851 99,139North Americaa
(19.4%)(14.7%)(47.8%)(21.2%)(24.0%)(15.7%)(50.2%)(25.5%)
247,702233,442124,450177,026214,292205,679106,15516o.879South Bast Asia
(29.9%) 30.2%(17.2io)6%) (16.3%)(33.5%)(16.1%) (32.6%)(17.8%)
46,85567,94389,107 113 144638,298United Kingdom 37,72834,465151 .253
(6.3%) (14.5%)(5.7%) ( 5.7%)(14.0%) 5.3%)(58.6%) ( 5.2%)
155,81391, 66968,507 103,300 0,0,494West Europe 66,797 90,90572,877
(10.8%) (19.0%)(8.4%) (11.5%)(12.7%)(11.0%) (16.2%)( 7.4%)
117,64229,78230, 1 68 31,89985,932Australia 61,818 71,3873 1, 900
4.14%)(4.1%)(4.7%) ( 6.6%) (15.0%) (3.9%)( 4.8%)(3.9%) 3.b%)
a. North America includes United States and Canada.
b. South East Asia includes Burma, Khmer Republic, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Laos,








TOURIST ARRIVALS BY AGE











TOURIST ARRIVALS BY SEX
1972
% of Female% of MaleCountries










BASIC PURPOSE OF TOTAL TRIP BY NATIONALITY 1972
Total
U. J. A. S. E. AsiaW. EuropeJapanAversePurpose
Travelling Entirely or` Almost 14%2%6% 7%5%
Entirely on Business
7% 5%Travelling Mostly on Business 7% 3%
About Evenly Divided Between 10%7%3%3%5%
Business and Pleasure
2%2% 1%1%Travelling Mostly on Pleasure








LENGTH OF STAY BY NATIONALITY
1971 1972Countries
3.9 Nights5.4 NightsUnited Kingdom
4.0 3.7West Europe
3.9United States 3.5




Australia and New Zealand 3.0




PEAK MONTHS AND SLACK MONTHS OF
TOURIST ARRIVALS
Slack MonthsPeak MonthsCountries
January, June, SeptemberMay, October, NovemberHong Kong
January, February, DecemberJuly, August, OctoberJapan
January, September, DecemberFebruary, August, NovemberTaiWan
January, February, JuneAugust, October, DecemberSingapore
January, May, JuneOctober, November, DecemberThailand









TOTAL NUMBER OF JAPANESE TOURIST ARRIVALS
Tourist MarketTotal Japanese % of % of





15 15 21966 74,363505,733
15161967 85,512 2527,365
16 131968 2618,410 96,387
2491969 19765,213 143, 746









MAIN DESTINATIONS OF JAPANESE TRAVELLERS
19721970 19 71
1,532,928Japanese Travelling Abroad 1,263,217936,205
243 .9 211163, 473No. to Hong Kong 349,212
417,0400No. to United States 207,455 311,066
277,704177, 446 255,699No. to TaiWan
217,287No. to South Korea 9655151,711
45,057 72,080No. to Singapore 32,739













The Trend Line is Y
Projections:
1975X = 4 584,916
663,6781976X = 5
1977x = 6 742,438
1978 821 ,223X = 7
66
EXHIBIT 2.13
TOTAL NUMBER OF AMERICAN TOURIST ARRIVALS
















TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF AMERICAN VISITORS
TO HONG KONG




1969 211,990 -1 1
-211,990
1970 251,609 0 0 0
1971 217,887 1 1 217,887
1972
212,690 2 4 425,380
1,053,091
10 113,447
The Trend Line is Y= 210,618 +11,345x
Projections:
X = 3 1973 244,653
X = 4 1974 255,998






X = 8 1978 301,378
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EXHIBIT 2.1 5
TOTAL NUMBER OF WEST EUROPE TOURIST ARRIVALS














































TREND SERIES ANALYSIS OF AUSTRALIAN TOURISTS
TO HONG KONG
XYX2xYYear
1-2 - 83,0201968 41, 510

















TOTAL NUMBER OF S. E. ASIA TOURIST ARRIVALS




























The Trend Line is Y
Projections:
188,0931973x = 3
201, 2371974x = 4
1975 214,381x = 5
227.5251976x = 6
240,6691977X = 7
253, 8131978x = 8
74
EXHIBIT2 . 21
PROJECTIONOF TOTAL TOURIST ARRIVALS IN HONG KONG
Least Square Parabola Method
Year X X 2 Y X 2 Y XY X 4
1966 - 3 9 505 , 733 4 , 551 , 597 - 1 , 517 , 199 81
1967 - 2 4 527 , 365 2 , 104 , 960 - 1 , 054 , 730 16
1968 - 1 1 618 , 410 618 , 410 - 618 , 410 1
1969 0 0 765 , 213 0 0 0
1970 1 1927 , 256 927 , 256 927 , 256 1
1971 2 4 907 , 295 3 , 629 , 180 1 , 814 , 590 16
1972 3 9 1 , 082 , 253 9 , 740 , 277 3 , 246 , 759 81
28 5 , 333 , 525 21 , 571 , 680 2 , 798 , 266 196
b = = = 99 , 938
EXY 2 , 798 , 266
EX 2 28
To find a and c , solve
EY = Na + cEX 2
EX 2 Y = aEX2 + cEX4
5 , 333, 525= 7 a + 28 c
21 , 571 , 680 = 28 a + 196 c
21 , 334, 100= 28 a + 112c
237 , 580 = 84 c
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 ) = ( 1 ) x 4
( 4 ) = ( 2 ) - ( 3 )
c = 2 , 828
a = 7 = 750 , 620














PROJECTION OF TOTAL TOURIST ARRIVALS IN HONG KONG













The T0rend Line Y is 761,932 +99.938X
Projections:
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CHAPTER 3
IMPACT OF TOURIST INDUSTRY ON ECONOMY OF HONG KONG
3.1 INTRODUCTION
International tourism is one of the largest item in
the world's invisible trade, and for certain countries including
Hong Kong are already the very important export industry
and earner of foreign exchange. (See Exhibit 3.1)
The money spent by tourists on a wide variety of
commodities and services at the place they visited becomes
income in the hands of the local population in some form or
another and is, again, respent or saved. Thus, the money
originally spent by tourists may be spent many times, although
each time certain amount will leak for the purchase of
imported goods or saved. This constituted the multipleir
effect. On the whole, it is true to say that expenditures
by tourists have beneficial effects on most economic sectors
and may lead to considerable diversification of industries
and other economic activities.
Furthermore, tourism in itself is relatively labor
intensive and compares favourably with other industries as
a generator of employment. In addition to dire't employment,
the impact of tourism can also be seen as it affects most of
the service sector and construction, while considerable demand
is granted for local products, Finally, tourism can often
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generate economic growth in regions which have little use to
other industry or people but offer a lot to tourists. This
will help to mitigate regional disequilibrium. A very good
example in Hong Kong is the Lanto Island. Because of the
inconvenience is traffic, few industry or people would be
willing to develop themselves there. However, the place is
considered as an ideal location for resort and recreational
purpose. Plans and projects of developing Lanto Island into
a resort area have been announced by several consortiums.
3.2 TOURIST RECEIPTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP
The tourist receipts of Hong Kong as a percentage of
the Gross Domestic Product shows a steady share from 9 per
cent in 1966 to 10 per cent in 1972. The reason that tourist
receipts increase steadily is the effort of various sectors
of the tourist industry such as hotels, tour operators,
airlines, and the Hong Kong Tourist Association in promoting
Hong Kona as a place for tourists and businessmen.
The indication for assessing the importance of the
expenditures by foreign tourists in the economic life of
Hong Kong can be examined from the table below.
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TABLE 3.1
TOURIST RECEIPTS AND THE
GROSS DOI'lESTIC PRODUCT 1966-1972
As PercentageTourist ReceiptsGDP at









Source: Financial Times, April 1, 1974
HKTA
3.3 TOURIST EARNINGS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TRADE DEFECIT
On the average, tourist earnings contributs 82 per cent
to the annual trade defecit of Hong Kong. As the annual trade
defecit is increasing, this tourist receipts become even more
important to help maintain the balance of payment position of
Hong Kong. To this the budget of the Hong Kong Tourist
Association has been increased from HK$10.3 million- in 1972
to HK$11.6 million in 1973. With this money invested in
promotion, public relations, and advertising, it is hoped that
there would be more tourists coming to Hong Kong and ultimately
contributed more to the economy by spending more.
The importance of tourism can be seen in other ways.
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Hong Kong's largest single export in 1972- clothing- was
valued at about HK$6,113 million. On the other hand, tourism
amounted to HK$2,271 million, almost half as much. This is
followed by toys, valued at HK$1,405 million. It, therefore,
can be said that tourism is the second largest export of Hong
Kong.
In 1972, Hong Kong imported about HK5,045 million
goods from Japan and had a trade defecit of HK$3,371 million.
This was covered partly by earnings derived from 349,212
Japanese tourists who spent about HK$833 million. On the whole,
the sum earned from tourism almost compensated for Hong Kong's
entire trade defecit in visible iiports and exports for each
ear during the period 1968-1972, as is shown below:
TABLE 3.2
TOURIST RECEIPTS AND TRADE DEFECITS, 1968-1972
As percentage of(in HK$m.) (in HK$m.)






Source: Hong Kong Trade Development Council
HKTA
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In 1972, there were 1,082,253 visitors to Hong Kong
who spent an average of HK$590 per person per day or HK:$1, 9k6
per tourist for a three night stay. For an extra night stay
and assuming the tourist spends HK$590 per night, then the
incremental amount of money for 1972 would be HK$6k9 million.
Assuming that each tourist spends HK$1,946 for nis
stay, the HK$649 million would be equivalent to 333,685
additional tourists. On adding the HKt649 million to the
tourist receipts of 1972, the sum amounts to HK32,920 million
which when applied to the trade defecit gives a tourist
earnings to trade defecit ratio of 123 per cent or an increase
of 27 per cent. Thus, it is seen that the values of the
tourists staying in Hong Kong even for just one more night is
extremely helpful to Hong Kong's economy.
3.4 VISITOR EXPENDITURE PATTERN
The change in visitor expenditure pattern has been
very great, especially in the category of hotel accommodation
and meals outside hotel. Previously in 1967, the amount
spent on hotel accommodation was 17 per cent of total visitor
expenditure but in 1972, it was reduced to 13 per cent. For
mews outside hotel, 8.5 per cent in 1967 reduced to 6.5 per












This could be due to the fact that there are now more
tourists and that there are more tourist class hotels with
corressponding cheaper rates. Competition among hotels and
lower prices for group tourists are also reasons for the
smaller expenditure on accommodation.
The rise for the money spent on meals outside hotel is
probably because of the inflation in Hong Kong since 1971.
According to a survey of the living standard of several cities
in the world, it is discovered that eating out including
entertainment is still cheaper in Hong Kong than most other
places. However, hotel accommodation is not so cheap.1
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TABLE 3.4










a. Including cocktails, dinner, theater, and night-club for four
and-five miles taxi ride
b. First class double accommodation
c. Including cost of good quality business suit, shirt, tie and
shoes
d. Weekly food budget for four
Source: Business Week, May 19, 1973
The proportion for the others have been fairly constant
percentage-wise with other miscellaneous ecpenditure up by 1.5
per cent from 1967 and 3.5 per cent from 1970. However, it is
logical to assume that much of the expenditures in the 'others'
category are transportation fees as all other important items
have been included in the five categories. And it is believed
that the transportation fees will increase in the future because
there are more and more places for visitors to see. For example,
when resorts are developed in Lantao Island or New Territories,
0ceanarium in Aberdeen is established, the indoor stadium is
completed, tourists will have to travel to these places where
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they may not go in previous years.
One thing should be considered seriously is the shopping
attraction of Hong Kong. As Hong Kong's shops have by far the
greatest variety and most competitive price available anywhere,
it earns a fame of 'bargain centre', 'shoppers paradise'.
Unfortunately, because of inflation, rent rises, price rises,
many articles are no longer the real bargains that they were
years ago. With Singapore slowly trying to replace Hong Kong as
the 'shoppers paradise' in Asia, Hong Kong would face a tough
task ahead.
3.5 THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT OF TOURIST RECEIPTS
As suggested by Michael Peters, it would be incomplete to
measure tourism solely in terms of tourists' expenditures in a
country. For example, if a tourist spends $1,000, a certain
proportion of the $100 spent on accommodation will be paid out
as salaries and wages to hotel employees who will respend that
money, thus creating multiplying effect. It will be diminished
in so far as some of the money will be taken out of the economy
2
by saving or by purchasing imported goods.
Checchi and Company in a report produced for the United
States Department of Commerce and Pacific Area Travel Association
attempted to obtain approximate estimates of income multipliers
which would be generated by tourist revenues.3 The method of
deriving the coefficient of the multiplier begins with
subdivision of tourist expenditures into six categories, that is,
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accommodation, food, shopping, sightseeing ana enterzalnmenL,
local transportation, and others. The proportion allocated to
each category were based on the estimation made by the Hawaii
Visitors Bureau. The proportion were 25, 32, 25, 10, 5, and 3
per cent respectively. The multiplier for each category was
estimated seperately by Checchi and Company using rough rule of
thumb. It was assumed that five rounds of spending would take
place within a year. All such pattern of further spending were
based on Hawaii Visitors Bureau. The estimated annual turnover
by category of $1,000 of tourist expenditure is summarized as
follows.4
TABLE 3.5
ESTIMATED ANNUAL TURNOVER, BY CATEGORY,
OF $19000 OF TOURIST EXPENDITURE
TurnoverTotalNo. of TransactionsCategory of
Five Spending Per DollarFourTWO ThreeOneSpending
854.564.5178.0 112.0250 3.112250Accommodation
63.5 1 ,051 .5137.0211.0 3.28320Food Beverages 320
48.589.5250 149.0 787.0250 3.15Purchases
1,




4.5.0 90.016.5 3.0030 30Others





bource: Harry G. Clement, The Future of Tourism in the Pacific and Far East
41.0
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The combined annual turnover of transactions one through
five works out an average total of 3.27. This means that
every $1•spent by a tourist will give at least $3.27 in economic
activity within one year.
The Checchi and Company was aware of the arbitrariness
of such estimation, and therefore admitted that it can only
be a rough approximations of conditions that will vary somewhat
between countries. However, the Checchi and Company believed
that in no instance will this rough approximation exaggerate
the impact of tourist spending: for the multiplier effect of
3.2 is the lowest that can be produced under any reasonably
normal circumstances.5 Therefore, in the interest of
conservatism the 3.2 figure was used throughout the analysis
of Checchi's analysis and it will also be adopted in this study.
Relation of government tax revenues and the effects on
jobs and wages to multiplier is derived from the same model.6
The total tax revenue that accrue to national government as
the result of tourism is estimated as: Total annual expenditure
by tourist x 3.2 x 10 per cent. The effects on jobs and wages
is stated in this way: Total annual,_expenditures by tourists x
54 per cent.
Using Checchi's model and applying it to the tourist
expenditures in Hong Kong, it-gives an idea of the contribution
to national income, national consumption, taxes, wages and
salaries. From this it seen that in 1972, based on tourist
expenditures of HK$2,271 million, the contribution to national
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income was HK$7,267,2 million, to wages and salaries HK$1,226.34
million and to taxes HK$726.72 million.
TABLE 3.6
THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT OF TRAVEL RECEIPTS ON
HONG KONG'S ECONOMY, 1967-1972
1972197119701968 19691967
Tourist
$1,087.2 $1,301.5 $1,654.2 $2,090.5 $1,849.5 $2,271.0Expenditure
(HK$m.)
Economic Benefit
4,164.8 5,295.4 6,689.6 5,918.4 7,267.21. National income 3,479.0
2. National
4,996.22,391.8 2,863.3 3,639.2 4599.1 Lf,068.9
Consumption
668.9 591.8 726.7529.3416.53. Taxes 347.9
4. Wages and
893.3 1,128.9 998.7 1,226.3702.8587.1Salaries
Source: HKTA
3.6 INDIRECT BENEFITS ON THE HONG KONG ECONOMY
In addition to the function of helping the balance of
payment position and the multiplier effects on national income,
tourism also generates many small and indirect effects, which
when added up may produce a very significant effect on the
whole economy, or social structure.
First of all, tourist industry will create or increase
the demand of certain domestic industry. For example, many
foreign visitors like to purchase traditional handicraft products,
Chinese style furnitures, or carpets in Hong Kong. Moreover,
import business may also increase as foreign visitors are eager
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to buy Swiss watches, Japanese cameras, Chinese jades, etc.
In order to offer and maintain good services to tourists, modern
equipments are necessary. And this enables local people to
familiarize. with modern technology and management skill. On
the other hand, the familiarity of foreign visitors with local
people or products may hek to increase their knowledge about
the economic condition, resources, skills of the host country
and may therefore encourage direct investment in Hong Kong.
Secondly, when the Government or private enterprises
wants to attract more foreign visitors, they have to build up
or improve the infrastructure. For example, in order to
accommodate large liners, the Ocean Terminal complex was built
which includes piers, shops, restaurants, banks, car parks,
etc. Such facilities are not only limited to visitors, a lot
of local people also make use of it. Future plan such as the
Oceanarium, World Trade Centre, Lion Rock cable cars, etc, will
certainly be shared by both tourists and Hong Kong residents.
Thirdly, the tourist industry employs large numbers
of local workers. Construction of tourism infrastructures
generates jobs directly related to the tourist industry for
example hotel construction, and indirect employment such as
entertainment, restaurants, local tour operators, transportation,
shops which are frequented by tourists. Meanwhile, about
100,000 people are directly or indirectly employed in the tourist
industry in Hong Kong, with another 150,000 people whose
livelihood is dependent on the spending of overseas visitors.7
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The increasing demand of tourist industry would create more
employment opportunities in both the tourist industry itself
and certain consumer goods industry as well.
Tourism usually can generate investments in remote or
less developed areas. Tourists besides shopping in Tsim Sha
Tsui, Central District, Causewaybay, also wish to see the
natural scenry of Hong Kong. Therefore, areas far away from
downtown or industrial areas are developed. Lanto Island has
remained as a agriculaural and fishery area for,more than
hundreds of years. The Island although has a much larger area
than Hong Kong Island, is lack of roads, telephones, financial
institutions etc. And because of its distance from the airport,
piers, godowns, there are no factories or commercial firms on
the Island. However, when the demand of tourism arises, there
are plans of developing the Island into a modern area with all
kinds of communication, transportation, and entertainment
facilities. This proves that tourism is able to generate
economic groTAth in regions which have little or even nothing
in the way of resources for other kinds of economic activities.
3.7 CONSLUSION
From the above discussion, it is evident that tourist
expenditures go a long way in helping a developing country.
As stated by the XXIst United Nations General Assembly in a
resolut on proclaiming 1967 as International Tourist Year that
International Tourism can and does make a vital contribution
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to the economic growth of developing countries.u The
contribution is especially explicit in:
1. National income- where tourists' money is spent
several times over, and continue to circulate in
the economy.
2. Employment- tourism creates direct and indirect
effects on employment. In Hong Kong tourism has
been instrumental in creating employment
opportunities for the people of Hong-Kong.
3. Trade defecit and balance of payment position-
tourist receipts has a marked effect on the trade
defecit. Tourists are a major source of foreign
exchange earnings and in as much as Hong Kong is
dependent on trade for its economic well being,
such tourist receipts will help Hong Kong to avoid
cutbacks on imports of necessary items. Moreover,
the foreign exchange earnings from tourism can
offset spending by Hong Kong people abroad.
4. Tax revenue- business generated by tourism widens
the base of tax revenues and thus enables the
Government to increase its financial budget on
medical, educational, or other public utilities,
which otherwise the tax burden will be put on local
people. It is estimated that in 1972 tourism
contributed about HK$250 million in tax to the
Government revenues.9
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Therefore, since the tourist industry has already
established in Hong Kong, great care must be taken to ensure
that the momentum is maintained. In this respect both the
Government and the private sectors have to join resources
and cooperate to make a sustained and more determined effort
to improve and sell Hong Kong as the most attractive tourist
destination in the East.
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EXHIBIT 3.1



























1. Business Week, May 19, 1973.
The conclusion of the survey is that Tokyo is the world's
cost-of-living champion. Life in Hong Kong and Paris is
almost as costly.
2. Michael Peters, International Tourism, London: Hutchison
co., 1969, P-32.
3, Harry G. Clement, The Future of Tourism in the Pacific and





7. Hong Kong Tourist Association, Annual Report 1972-1973, p.2.
8. Cited in Robert Cam, The International Tourist Year,
World Travel, Geneva: IUOTO, 1967, p.84.
9. Hong Kong Tourist Association, Annual Report 1972-1973, p.2.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PRODUCT- HONG KONG
4.1 A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HONG KONG
The Colony of Hong Kong is on the south-east coast o1
China, adjoining the province of Kwahgtung. It is located
approximately 100 miles south of the Tropic of Cancer between
22 9' N and -114'301 E longitude.
The total area of the Colony is 398.5 square miles of
which Hong Kong Island itself, together with a number of small
adjacent islands, comprise twenty nine square miles. Kowloon
and Stonecutters Island comprise another +.1 square miles. The
New Territories which consist of part of the mainland and more
than 230 islands have a total area of 366 square riles.
Although Hong Kong lies within the tropics, it enjoys
a variety of weather from season to season. The mean daily
temperature ranges from 15'C in February to about 28 C in July
and the average for the year is 22 C.
The total population of Hong Kong is slightly over four
million. 98 per cent of the :population is Chinese. As for
non-Chinese alien residents, the largest group besides British are
Americans, Portugueses, Japanese, and Filipinos. Both English and
Chinese are official languages. The main Chinese dialect is
Cantonese although Mandarin and Shanghainese are also widely used
in certain areas.
Except for nationals of some South East Asia countries
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and Communist countries, holders of valid national passports
may stay in Hong Kong without a visa for up to one month.
There is no currency control in Hong Kong. Unlimited
amount of cash, traveller checks, or letter of credit can be
imported. Export of foreign currencies is not restricted
either. At the end of 1973 there were seventy four incorporated
banks in the Colony with a total of 530 banking offices. banks
in Hong Kong have branches and corresspondents throughout the
world and offer a comprehensive banking service of the highest
order.
4+.2 TOURIST SERVICES AND FACILITIES
4.2.1 AIR SERVICE
Hong Kong's airport Kaitak is a major airport of modern
design situated only three miles from the busy hotel and
commercial centre of Kowloon and the facilities offered for
operators, passengers, and cargoes are second to none in Far
East. The passenger terminal building provides a wide range of
services such as duty-free shops, bars, restaurants, and offers
post office and banging facilities. The building now operates
on a two level system which seperates arriving and departing
passengers, thus speeding up the processing system. In order to
catch up with modern technology and increased demand, the
terminal building began its improvement in December 1972 and
should be completed at the end of 1975. Piling work is in
progress to facilitate t{-.e construction of jumbo-jet nose-in
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piers and transfer vehicle amenities. One the completion in
early 1974, Kaitak will have five of those nose-in piers.
All taxe ways were also widened in time for the advent of
Boeing 747 services. The runway is at present being extended
by 2,780 feet to t total of 11,130 feet.
During 1972-1973, the number of civil international
aircraft movemnet was 49,917, an increase of 211 per cent over
the same period in 1962-1963. There were 24,961 arrivals and
24,956 departures. Transit passengers totalled 415,213 an
increase of 33.96 per cent over the preceding year. An
important point here is that if these transit passengers could
be persuaded to visit Hong Kong for even one day, it would
benefit Hong Kong very much, both in terms of revenue and
employment.
Meanwhile there are twenty nine international airlines
linking Hong Kong with almost all parts of the world. Among
them one is based in Hong Kong: Cathay Pacific Airways
operating four Boeing 707 and seven CV880 aircraft that
provide frequent services throughout Asia and Australia. (See
Appendix A)
One main characteristic of present day air transport
is the development of charter flights. Charter flights can
further be divided into two categories, that is, scheduled
charter flights and non-scheduled charter flights. Their
difference can easily be seen from their names. However,
the common characteristic is that both of them offer passengers
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cheaper fares. A comparison of fares from Hbng Kong to certain
destinations between charter flights and normal scheduled
flights is listed below.
TABLE 4.1
FARES OF CHARTER AND SCHEDULED FLIGHTS BETWEEN







Source: International Travel Service Ltd.
* Single trip economy class
After seeing the difference in fares between charter
and scheduled flights, one should have no doubt that there is
tremendous increase in charter flights soming and leaving Hong
Kong during these years.
The importance of charter flights can be further realized
from the statistics issued by the Civil Aviation Department.
(See Exhibit 1.l)
Up to 1972-1973, most charter flights were from and
to Japan, North America, and England. Therefore, there are
still much room for development, especially when Hong Kong
wants to develop its tourist industry from the main generation












Passengers Embarked Passengers Disembarked
4,711 3,680
British Overseas Air Charter
(Hong Kong- England)
Passengers Embarked PassenEdrs Disembarked
10,908 9,757
Trans International
(Hong Kong- United States)
Passengers Embarked Passengers Disembarked
4,1554,158
World Airways
(Hong Kong- United States)
Passengers Embarked Passengers Disembarked
4,3884,908
Source: Civil Aviation Department
The above table shows the major airlines operating
charter flights to and from Hong Kong in 1972-1973. Although
not all these passengers were tourists, it still gives some
ideas about the importance of charter flights.
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4.2.2 SEA SERVICE
Hong Kong harbour is one of the most busiest in the
world and it has obtained a reputation for the way in which
it caters for the requirements of modern shipping.
There are seventy four moorings for ocean going vessels
within the harbour. Of these, forty four are classified as
being suitable for use by ships up to 600 feet in lenght.
Quarantine and immigration facilities are available on twenty
four hour basis at the Western Quarantine Anchorage and from
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Eastern Quarantine Anchorage. Ships
are normally cleared on arrival and large passenger vessels
are processed en route to their alongside berth or mooring
buoy. Advance immigration clearance may be obtained by certain
vessels on application.
The number of passengers landed and embarked in Hong
Kong during 1971-1972 were 23,986 and 23,495 respectively.
Regular although not frequent lines service were run by large
shipping companies such as PO, Orient Overseas, Royal Interocean,
Wallem between Hong Kong and United Kingdom, Australia, United
States, Japan, TaiWan and even Russia. It is true that nowadays
people would like to travel by air than by sea but it is
particularly suitable for retired persons who have plenty of
time and do not want to travel in haste. Moreover, people in
nearby countries as Japan, Australia can still afford the time
of coming by ships.
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4.2.3 ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
The total mileage of roads in Hong Kong now stands
at 626.67 of which 205.35 miles are on Hong Kong Island,
186.45 in Kowloon and 234.87 in the New Territories.
The cross harbour tunnel was built in 1972 at a cost
of 320 million. Linking Causewaybay and Hunghom, the tunnel
provides convenient assess between airport and the Hong Kong
Island.
The steady increase of motor vehicles in recent years
has been the outcome and a reflection of rapid industrial
expansion and the rising levels of living standards. In 1972
there were a total of 186,377 vehicles registrared in Hong
Kong. This represents a density of 297 vehicles for every
mile of road. However, the road system is rather adequate for
tourists considering that the whole area of Hong Kong is only
about 400 square miles.
4.2.4 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONS
Apart from the Kowloon-Canton Railway, public transport
is operated by private companies. There are at present five
companies operating scheduled passenger services under
ordinances which grant exclusive rights. They are: the China
Motor Bus Company, the Kowloon. Motor Bus Company, the Hong Kong
and Yumati Ferry Company, the Star Ferry Company, and the Hong
Kong Tramways Ltd.
Taxis are licensed for use on either Hong Kong Island
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or Kowloon. Public cars are hire cars which can be used to
carry passengers on specified and pre-arranged routes. In
addition to these services, a number of companies operate
coaches for sightseeing tours. Most of them are either owned
by tourist agencies or private contracted bus companies.
Moreover, most hotels also operate buses or sedans between the
airport and the hotel.
The British section of the Kowloon-Canton Railway runs
from Tsim Sha Tsui at the southern trip of the Kowloon
peninsula to Lo Wu near the Chinese frontier beyond which it
joins the Chinese railway system. There were seventeen daily
passengers trains each day operating on the British section in
1972. Special trains were provided between Kowloon and Shatin
which is a popular picnic resort on Sundays and public holidays.
The Railway becomes more important since China adopts an open
door policy in 1971. Many foreign visitors who are permitted to
visit China passed through Hong Kong and took the Kowloon-Canton
Railway. It is believed that if China continues to admit foreign
visitors andthere are only limited air links with other countries,
the Kowloon-Canton Railway will keep its function in linking
China with the outside world.
4.2.5 TRAVEL AGENTS
The travel agents and tour opera tors in ftong r ong are
either seperate entities or combined together. There are some
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travel agents which arrange tours too, and-.there are some which
only provide the ticketing service.
Usually travel agents per se deals more with the out-
going travellers rather than in-coming ones and as such the
analysis will mainly concentrate on those travel agents and tour
operators which have tour operations within Hong Kong.
When a person decides to travel abroad, his final
decision or selection of destination depends partly on the
persuasive powers of the travel agents or tour wholesalers
in his own country. These travel agents or tourwholesalers
who sell foreign trips, upon successful selling to his customer,
then refers the customer to the corressponding travel agents or
tour operators in the various points of destination.
On the other hand, the local travel agents or tour
operators, in order to obtain such referals must have close
relations and contacts abroad. Therefore, the critical variable
here is international contacts.
In addition to these pre-arranged tours, there are also
those tourists who do not have definite plans for their tours.
In this case, the tour operators would try to approach them at the
point of entry, hotel, or by advertisements on newspapers, travel
bulletins, etc. Besides-.arranging local sightseeings, other
services are provided by the travel agents.
1. Booking of perspective visitors in suitable hotels
2. Guided shopping
3. Guide visitors to places of entertainment
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4. Other services as requested by the customer such as car
hiring, application for extension stays, etc.
Since service is the key word and this kind of business
and since tours etc. are very much the same from one travel agent
to another, the distinguishing feature between them would lie in
the quality of service and price.
For guiding tourists, Hong Kong has guides trained and tested
by the Hong Kong Tourist Association. These guides are recognized
as Affiliated Guides and their names being registrared in the Hong
Kong Tourist Association. At the end of 1972-1973 fiscal year,
561 Affiliated Guides appeared on the registration roll. There
were 157 Japanese speaking guides and 404 guides speaking English
and other languages. A total of thirty eight examinations were
held during the year, in co-operation with the Hong Kong Association
of Travel Agents and Japan Airlines. Also a series of four training
courses was conducted at the Bishop Bianchi College of Careers in
which more than eighty Affiliated Guides took part.
As for the travel agents, there are a total of 110 which
are members of the Hong Kong Association of Travel Agents. However,
as not every such travel agents are required to be members of the
Association, there are about 100 of them which operate their
business by only paying twenty five dollars to the Government for
business registration. At present, the qualifications for being
a member of the Hong Kong Association of Travel Agents are as such.
1. It must have been in the business for more than one year
2. It must be a limited company. If it is doing in-coming
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business, the amount of capital should not be less
than HK$50,000 whereas if it is doing out-going
business, the amount of capital should not be less
than HK$100,000.
3. The agent must have an appropriate office to conduct
its business.
4. There should be one or more authorized business
managers stationed at the company to handle its
business.
One way of maintaining the efficiency and services or
travel agents in Hong Kong is to set up rules or regulations
by the Government or a semi-official organization such as the
Hong Kong Tourist Association.
4.2.6 HOTELS
Hong Kong has about fifty five hotels and guest houses at
the end of 1972. They offer a variety of facilities including
accommodation, restaurants, bars, shops, and convention facilities.
The tourists can find the Hilton, the Hyatt, the Mandarin,
the Excelsior, and a host of other hotels which are members of
international hotel chains such as the Hilton chain, the Hyatt
chain, the Intercontiental chain, the Forte Hotel chain.
Moreover, many of them are owned or partly owned by the airlines.
The Pan American World Airways owns the Intercontiental chain, the
Trans World Airlines owns the Hilton International chain, the
British Airways owns the Forte Hotel Ltd. The close relationship
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between a hotel and an airline is definitely an advantage of
that particular hotel in that referreals would be made to them
by that airline. To a great extent, the hotels in order to
obtain more business in a competitive market must have some
relationships with airlines, travel agents, or be part of a
hotel chain.
According to the classification of the Hong Kong Tourist
Association, there are three kinds of hotels in Hong Kong, that
is, high tariff, medium tariff and hostels or guest houses.
TABLE 4. 3
CLASSIFICATION OF HOTELS BY TARIFF, 1972
Hotel Tariff per bed
Per Night
HK$65-lllHigh Tariff Hotels
Medium Tariff Hotels 33- 64
33 and lessHostels & Guest Houses
Source: HKHA
TABLE 4.4
HOTELS AND HOTEL ROOMS, 1972
Total % of% ofTotalType of RoomNo. ofType of
Bed TotalHotels Single Double Suite Rooms Rm. Total BedsHotels
High Tariff
6612,95163621 5,76813 397 6,786
Hotel
Medium Tariff
28182 3,2611,013 2,066 5,5093033Hotel
Hostels and
61,088319382 735 7349Guest Houses
100 1002,016 8,153 613 10,782 19, 548Total 55
Source:HKHA
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On the other hand, Hong Kong is said to have only two
five-star hotels according to the classification of Asian 1
hotels by William Knox.
TABLE 4.5






























Hotel is one of the major factors that persuade or
mar the tourists' stay.2 Tourists are more influenced by
places with limited sightseeing but excellent accommodation
than others with interesting tourist locations but with poor
or inadequate living facilities. And this is probably one of
the reasons that Hong Kong although a very small place which
does not have much to see can attract so many tourists.
The hotel room occupancy rate of Hong Kong is the highest
compared with other places in the Pacific region. Although
several new hotels have been completed this year and several
more are scheduled. to open in a few years, it is believed that
the occupancy rate can be maintained at 80 per cent.3
TABLE 4.6
AVERAGE HOTEL ROOM OCCUPANCY IN














As for the future demand and supply, Hong Kong should
be in a position capable of handling all tourists who will stay
in hotels. The projection made by the Hong Kong Tourist
Association is as such.
TABLE 4, 7
PROJECTED DEMAND FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
No. of Rooms Required at
80% Room7O% RoomNo. ofNo. of






For hotels with 300 rooms or more there are available
coffee houses, bars, discotheques, or swimming pools. In the
larger hotels there are also shopping arcades within the hotel
itself including travel agents, airlines,ticketing counter,
beauty salons, etc.
Rooms in high tariff hotels are all air-conditioned
with bath room attached. For some of them refrigerators and
colour TV sets are provided.
Moreover, thirteen hotels offer convention facilities.
Such facilities include the conference rooms, public address
system, movie and slide projectors, screens, tape recorders,
dictaphones, secretarial services, etc. Thus it is evident
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that hotels in Hong Kong are equipped to serve not only the
sightseeing tourists but also these businessmen who come for
meetings.
4.2.7 SHOPPING FACILITIES
Hong Kong has been widely known as a shopping paradise
not only for the variety of goods from both the East and the 'est
t1lat are available, but also for the quality and price of these
goods. World famous brands cost less here because they are duty
free. Genuine works of art and rare collectors' items from the
Orient can also be found in Hong Kong due to its strategic
position at the cross road of East and West.
Hong Kong's main shopping districts comprise the area
of Central District, Causewaybay, Tsim Sha Tsui, and Mongkok. In
former times, foreign tourists did their shopping mainly in
Central District or Tsim Sha Tsui. However, tourists begin to
purchase in other areas as they found that goods sometimes are
much cheaper there.
However, one alarming fact is that prices of all kinds
of goods have been rising since 1970. Hong Kong is no longer
the bargain centre as it was. Because of price rises, many
items are not the real bargains that they were years ago. But,
comparing Hong Kong to other parts of Asia, Hong Kong still
offers the greatest variety and competitive price available
anywher•e.4 Especially the goods from China are a more than
sufficient attraction to foreign visitors whether they are
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Americans, Australians, or Japanese.
As shown in a survey conducted by the Hong Kong Tourist
Association, souvenirs and handicrafts is the most popular item
among all, followed by watches and alcohol.
TABLE 4.8
ITEMS PURCHASED BY TOURISTS
Percentage of TouristsItems Shopped in Hong Kong
Souvenirs Handicrafts 39
Watches and Clocks 32
29Alcohol
27Ready Made Outer Wear
25Handbags, Wallets, Other Leather
Goods
24Jewellery
23Other Textile Goods (Household)
21Textiles Not Made Up
19Tailor Made Outer Wear





One point should be emphasised here is that Hong Kong
should try to sell more products which are truly manufactured
in Hong Kong. The benefit to the Hong Kong economy of selling
a piece of Hong Kong made carpet is surely greater than
selling an imported Swiss watch if both are of same value.
The critical variable here is the product itself. It must not
be too large and not too small such that it can be packed and
carried easily. Also since tourists usually have the type of
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buying behavior known as impulse buying, there must be some
attributes in that product which will arouse the impulse of
the tourists to purchase. But the most important thing is that
it must be manufactured in Hong Kong and it will be even better
if the raw materials of that item come from Hong Kong too.
Once the product can be decided, other marketing factors can
then be considered which should pose no problems at all as the
marketing channel in Hong Kong is so advanced.
4.2.8 TOURIST SPOTS
Hong Kong Island combine with Kowloon and New Territories
offer the visitor unique and exotic sights of both the past
and present. From ornate Buddhist temples to exotic night
life in Wan Chai and Tsim Sha Tsui, from stalls of the Poor
Man's Nightclub overflowing with bargains to the hights of
Victoria Peak with its panoramic views. The variety is just
endless.
The various tourist spots are actually located all oven
the Colony. Generally speaking the sightseeing can be divided
into four categories.5
1. Hong Kong Island Day Tour
2. Kowloon and New Territories Day Tour
3. Water Tours
4+. Night Tours
Each of them can then be subdivided into different
routes and up to one's own purpose.
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Because Hong Kong is a place where the East meets the
West, Hong Kong has various festivals during the year from
January to December, and this will be a chance of seeing Chinese
way of life and culture. Besides those folklore style festivals,
there are festivals specially designed for local people and
tourists such as the Festival of Hong Kong, Arts Festivals.
(See Appendix D)
4.2.9 CONCLUSION
Hong Kong is able to offer the visitors the desired
comforts and with plenty to do - with an efficiency transportation
system to enable him to visit all the various interesting
places with ease. In other words, the needs of the tourists
can normally be satisfied in Hong Kong, particularly so now
when the infrastructure and tourist services in Hong Kong are
well established.
4.3 A NOTE ON HONG KONG AS A CONVENTION CENTRE
Along with the idea that Hong Kong as a business centre,
is that of Hong Kong as the convention centre of the East. In
fact, the convention business has been recognized many years ago
by many countries. For example, the Japan Convention Bureau was
established in 1965 to promote Japan as a convention land. Hong
Kong is fortunate to have enjoyed tremendous growth in tourism in
these years. However, as it is facing acute competition from
nearby countries, new ways of soliciting more visitors must be
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sought. Therefore, the Hong Kong Tourist Association decided
that promoting Hong Kong as a convention centre would be both
worthy and easy and a Convention Department will be set up in
197+ to take charge of the whole business.
Generally speaking, there are three kinds of convenzlons.
1. International organizations including both governrlental
and semi-governmental such as the International Air
Transport Association, the Organization of Economic
Co-operation and Development, etc.
2. International or regional private organizations such
as the Pacific Area Travel Association, the International
Congress of Psychology, Lions Club, etc.
3. International and multinational firms
As Hong Kong is a British colony, it seems to be difficult
for it to obtain political or governmental conferences. Moreover,
Hong Kong is not a member of United Nations, and no international
organization headquarter is based in Hong Kong. therefore, Hong
Kong should concentrate its efforts in securing conventions from
the other two kinds of organizations. Even more important are
those of multinational firms wherein senior executives from many
countries will be given exposure to Hong Kong, and hopefully
these people will pass good words around and eventually the
influx of tourists to Hong Kong will increase.
At present, convention facilities in Hong Long is not
up to first class standard. Only the City Hall plus thirteen
hotels provide conference halls or rooms and other kinds of
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facilities to the public, while the Hong Kong University and
the Chinese University although have such facilities do not
open to all kinds of meetings. It is hoped that this situation
will be improved when the World Trade Centre is completed in
1975. The Centre comprises a forty storey building including
a convention hall which will have full audio visual facilities,
together with simultaneous multi-channel translation equipment.
The whole site can cater for 2,000 people. Another construction,
the Hunghom indoor stadium, is a fully air-conditioned building.
In the complex, there will be five meeting rooms each catering
of up to fifty peopel. Therefore, when these two buildings
are completed, Hong Kong will have more attraction for those
who have the intention of having meetings in Far East.
However, even though the World Trade Centre and Hunghorr
stadium are completed, Hong Kong is still quite backward in
convention facilities compared with Western countries. For
example, the largest conference venue in London- the Royal
Albert Hall- seats 6,000 under one roof, while the Royal
Festival Hall seats 2,600. On the other hand, hotels in
London have several meeting rooms seating over 1,000. Outside
London, near the Heathrow Airport, there is a consortium of
twelve modern conference hotels.6
Therefore, if Hong Kong wants to be a leader in
convention business, there is still a long way to go. Especially
when the number of international conventions staged world wide
each year is expected to escalate considerably over the next few
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years according to figures issued by the IUOTO.
TABLE 4, 9









Looking at the estimation, there are ample opportunities
for Hong Kong to become a convention centre provided that there
are sufficient promotion, and adequate facilities.
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2. Ibid.
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7. Cited in Australian Tourist Comaission Re )ort 1972-19973, p.15.
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EXHIBIT 4.i
CIVIL INTERNATIONAL AIRCRAFT NOVEMIETIT
1971-1972






















Source: Civil Aviation Department
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CHAPTER 5
PROMOTION OF.THE HONG KONG TOURISM
5.1 HONG KONG TOURIST ASSOCIATION
The Hong Kong Tourist Association, the only and most
important body for the promotion of travel to Hong Kong, was
founded in 1957 as a non-profit juridical person. by a special
ordinance. According to the Hong Kong Tourist Association
Ordinance, its objectives are as such.
1. To endeavour to increase the number of visitors to
the Colony
2. To further the development of the Colony as a holiday
resort
3. To promote the improvement of facilities for visitors
1+. To secure overseas publicity for the tourist attractions
of the Colony
5. To co-ordinate the activities of persons providing
services for visitors to the Colony
6. To make recommendations to and advice the Governor in
relation to any measures which may be taken to further
any of the foregoing matters
The Ordinance also provides that the Association shall
have a Board consists of eleven members, each of whom shall be
appointed by the Governor and shall held office for such period
not exceeding three years.2
The A:-sociation, in performing its functions, works very
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closely with all tourist enterprises such as hotels, airlines,
travel agents, and also such bodies as the Hong Kong Hotel
Association, Hong Kong Association of Travel Agents. HKTA is
at present promoting Hong Kong as a convention centre, and this
promotion effort needs particularly the help and support from
hotels which have convention facilities.
Unlike many tourist organizations in other countries as
Japan, Australia, Philippines, Thailand, and Tair,Jan, HKTA is a
quasi-official organization rather than one of the government
departments. The total number of staff members on the Association
payroll at 31st March, 1973 was 110. The head office in Hong Kong
accounted for eighty one and overseas offices for the remaining
twenty nine.
As per the efforts of the HKTA resulting in the increase
in number of visitors to Hong Kong in the past, it is evident
that it has performed quite well in trying to establish Hong Kong
as a tourist destination in the world. The principal activities
during the last twelve months from April 1972 to March 1973 are
shown below.
1. Advertising and sales promotion
The largest project last year was the Hong Kong
Travel Fair in San Francisco which was followed by
presentation in Las. Vegas at the American Society of
Travel Agents convention and four other cities in the
United States. The Fair was co-operated with two
airlines, fourteen tour operators and eleven hotels.
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The aim of this promotion is to convince the travel
trade in United States that Hong Kong has much
potential for an extended length of stay. The Fair
was also held in United Kingdom, West Germany,
Australia, Singapore, and Jakatra.
Advertising materials were concentrated on the
scenic, out-of-town image of remote and exotic areas
to explore rather than on the established image of
Hong Kong as a shopping centre.
2. Public relations
More than 400 travel writers, photographers,
film and television personnels visited Hong Kong and
assisted by HKTA last year. Special colour supplements
appeared on magazines as Vogue, Playboy, Town and
Country, Bungei Shunshu, etc.
Significant publicity was derived from the arrival
of the one millionth visitor for 1972. Valuable
publicity was obtained in most overseas media for this
important milestone in Hong Kong's tourism development.
3. Information
Enquiries handled by the Information :Departrnlent
were 57,493 during the year 1972-1973.
4. Research
The visitor survey, which covered in detail the
characteristics, activities, attitudes, and spending
of tourists continued to be an important feature of
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the over-all research programme.
5. Overseas offices
At present there are eleven overseas offices and
representatives. They carry out, under the direction
of the Head Office in Hong Kong, various activities, for
tourist promotion including providing brochures,
showing of travelog films., participation in fairs and
exhibitions, advertising, and sometimes surveys of
international travel market. Besides those offices
established by HKTA, HKTA is also represented by Cathay
Pacific Airways offices in major cities in Japan, South
East Asia, United States, and Australia. (See Exhibit 5.1)
One special way of HKTA's overseas promotion
techniques is the Student Representative Scheme. As
there are so many Hong Kong students going abroad for
further education every year, HKTA conducted a scheme
to select students as a kind of tourism promoter. They
will be taken on a comprehensive tour of Hong Kong's
visitor attractions and facilities before going abroad.
'While abroad they are kept up to date with regular--news
letters and publicity materials to assist them in
promoting Hong Kong as a tourist destination. And there
are currently over-600 student representatives
participating in this scheme.
6. Complaints settlement
HKTA handled a total of 949 comr)laints a. ainst
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shops, restaurants, hotels, taxi drivers and other
tourist facilities compared with the figure of 777
for the preceding year. As most of the comz:laints
concerned with late of non-delivery of merchandise
or dissatisfaction with service, HKTA employed
Complaints Liaison Officers to settle these cases
and the results have been satisfactory.
Because there are great differences in the structure of
the national tourism organization within different countries, a
precise comparison is difficult. However, the role and status
of a tourism organization can be estimated by setting out areas
or degree of control over which tourism organization has influence
and considering the ways in which such influences can be exerted.
It was generally agreed that the national tourism organization
would normally include such functions as3
1. Research
2. Information and promotion within the country
3. Regularization of standards of lodging and restaurants
4. Control of activities of private travel agents
5. Publicity overseas
6. Technical and juridical problems
7. International relations
8. Development of selected tourist areas
9. Overall tourism policy and promotion
In carrying out all these functions, the national tourism
organization must have full authority. It then seems that HKTA is
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lack of power or authority to perform the job of regulating
standards of lodging and restaurants, controlling private
travel agents and shops, developing potential tourist areas,
etc. For instance, HKTA has urged the Government to build a
convention hall since 1968, and nothing has been done until a
private company decided to construct the World Trade Centre
which accommodates several large conference rooms. A full
report recommending the development of resort areas was submitted
to the Government as early as 1964 and there have been no response
at all. This shows that opinions of the HKTA concerning
improvement of tourism facilities are not listened to with much
respect, although tourism brings substantial revenues to the
Government.
Judging from the past performance of HKTA, it is
efficient in promotion, public relations, information service,
and complaints settlement. But, it did not formulate long term
policy or has had any practical application. When HKTA
conducted a study on the feasibility of developing certain
resort areas, there was nothing concerning the availability of
capital, the probable return,on that capital, comparison of
4
that return with other possible revenues of investment included.
However, such constraints are important if HKTA wishes to
persuade the Government or private companies to invest their
capital in these suggested resort areas.
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5.2 ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN TOURISM
In planning for the tourist market and formulating
tourism programmes, most countries have official or semi-
autonomous tourism organizations. There is no set formula as
to what constitutes the most satisfactory constitutional arrangement
for the tourism body. For example, the Australian Tourist
Commission is under the direct supervision of the Minister for
Tourism and Recreation, the Japan National Tourist Organization
is under the control of the Minister of Transport. Hong Kong
Government, however, is not directly involved in the activities
of HKTA. The status of HKTA is just like a kind of advisory
board which only sends recommendations to the Government.
Another index of government recognization is the amount of
funds that the government makes available to it. The tourist
industry earned almost HK$2,271 million in 1972 but the sum of
money received from the Government is only HK$11.6 million.
Looking at certain countries which did not receive such a
huge tourist revenues as Hong Kong but they had higher government












At the 1963 General Assembly of the International
Union of Official Travel Organizations, it was suggested that
the national tourist budget should not be less than 1 per cent
of tourist receipts.5 Although this should not be taken as a
universal standard, it is somehow a guideline for seeing the
attitude of the government towards tourism in the country.
If 1 per cent of total tourist receipts is to be budget for
HKTA, it should have received HK$22.71 million instead of the
HK$11.6 million. Looking at Japan and Australia again, it is
discovered that their governments gave more than 1 per tent
of total travel receipts to the national tourist organizations.
This indicates that the Hong Kong Government was not doing its
best at least financially in promoting tourism.
TABLE 5.2
COMPARISON OF RECOMMENDED AND ACTUAL
GOVERNMENT SUBVENTION TO
NATIONAL TOURISM ORGANIZATION





Another way of seeing whether HKTA was underbudgeted in
its tourism promotion operations is by computing the benefit-cost
ratio which is a method of comparing how much a government or
country gets in return for what it pays out.6 The benefit-cost
ratio for Hong Kong in 1972 was 62.65. This means that the
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Hong Kong Government collected about HK$62.65 in tax revenues
on business generated by tourist spending for every $1 it spent
on its tourism programme. Compared with Japan and Australia,
Hong Kong definitely had the highest benefit-cost ratio amony
the three.
TABLE 5.3
COMPARISON OF BENEFIT-COST RATIO
AustraliaHong Kong Japan1972-1973
23,080,68017,741,440Government Subvention HK$ 11,600,000
Tax Revenues on
726,720,000 321,600,000 312,000,000Tourist Spending




In conclusion, it is obvious that the Government did
not give sufficient financial support to the official tourist
promotion organization, although 97 per cent of.thezincome._of
HKTA came from the Government.
Moreover, the responsibility of government for the promotion
of tourism should not stop at the formulation of tourism
development policy. The government should be involved in the
implementation of such plans to a greater or lesser extent.
This is especially true in a country such as Hong Kong where
tourism is so important and will influence many aspects of
economic benefits as a whole, the Government must resolve problems
arised from development of tourism. But, unfortunately, the
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Hong Kong Government adopts a free-hand policy.
According to a report which gives an account of a
seminar held under the auspices of the Technical Assistance
Programme of the OECD in 1966, the responsibilities of a
government are firstly to conduct basic market research into
future tourism demand, so that private investors will have
confidence in putting their capitals into tourism projects.7
Second, promotion and propaganda for tourism should be a
function of the government. It may involve customs and visa
regulations and in particular, the manner in which they are
applied or courtsey campaign. The most important thing is
to ensure that the tourists should not feel that they are
being exploited. The third function is to regulate and control
the various services that together make up the tourist industry,
as tourist industry is based directly on customer satisfaction
and it is therefore important to maintain high standards of
quality of service. Fourthly, in the development of a tourist
area, it is government's responsibility to look after the
entire social and economic problems that will affect local
residents or community structure. Finally, government should
make various arrangement with foreign countries concerning
promotion of tourism or other tourist industries. For instance,
it is the job of the Government and not HKTA when dealing with
foreign countries about the landing right of airlines.
Taking the above points as a kind of measurement for the
Hong Kong Government, it is obvious that the Government only
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performed the jobs of conducting market research and some
advertising and promotional activities through HKTA while
other important tasks were not handled by the Government at
all. For instance, the treatment of Japanese tourists has
long been a target of criticism from both local tourist
organizations and Japanese tourists themselves. Mr. David B.
Donaldson, Marketing Director of HKTA said that several
factors lead to the result that Japanese tourists who shop in
Hong Kong had to pay considerably more for his purchase than
he should.8 These factors are firstly, very competitive price
situation among inclusive tour operators for still lower priced
inclusive tours in Japan has forced ground operators in Hong
Kong to provide extremely low prices. Secondly, Hong Kong
ground operators, who are also in keen competition with each
other for Japanese business reduced their prices to a point
where official profits are either marginal or non existent.
Thirdly, pressure has gone on to tourist shops for shopping
commission on the value of business introduced. Per centage
of commission earned from shops is as high as 30 per cent on a
fairly broad selection of goods and up to 50 per cent on certain
specific items. Such kinds of practice not only gives bad
impression to Japanese tourists but also earns Hong Kong an
unfavourable reputation. HKTA.as analysed before does not have
power to control or regulate the tour operators or shops
involved in such kinds of vicious practice can only supportS
the rights of the individual tourists and will in their power
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to see tiat he gets a square deal. Thus it is Governrnent's
job to prohibit the kickback habits among the shops and the
tour operators. However, nothing has been done in'lieu of so
much warnings from HKTA and even the tour operators.
As a matter of fact, unless the Government changes its
present policy, things are not going to be improved very much
in the foreseeable future. As for tourism incentives such as
governent subsidies, preferential rates of interest, reliefs
on operating costs which are popular in many South East Asia
countries or other parts of the world are not necessary to be
introduced in Hong Kong as the tourist industry is quite well
developed and private investors are willing to -out their
capitals into tourism establishments.
5.3 OTHER PROMUIPION ORGANIZATIONS
As tourist industry is primarily concerned with movement
of people, international co-operation is thus very important so
as joint action can be taken to promote tourism as well as to
protect both the general well being or tourists and the interests
of the local or regional tourist industries. Noreover' compared
with the Atlantic travel scene, tourism in the Pacific or Asia
is still very backward. '::hen tourist travels, he wishes to see
as many places as possible in as short time as possible. It is
therefore helpful if regional co-operation can be given its due
emphasis.
Meanwhile, HKTA participates in several international
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travel organizations which exercise varying degrees of influence
on certain aspects of world or regional tourism.
1. International Union of Official Travel Organizations
(IUOTO)
The IUOTO to which 115 countries belong, is a
technical body active in almost every field of
tourism. The private sector is represented by
eighty nine national and international organizations,
its associate members.
In order to enable member governments to create
an intergovernmental tourist organization empowered
to deal on a world wide scale with all matters
concerning tourism, and, to function as an independent
body to establish co-operation with other competent
international organizations, especially those of the
United Nations system, ILTOTO will be replaced by a
new intergovernmental body recognized by the United
Nations called the World Tourism Organization (WTO).
At present„ HKTA continues to receive tourism
studies and reports published by IUOTO which provide
valuable information on world tourism trends and
statistics. Several members of HKTA are also enrolled
in specialized correspondence courses operated by
IUOTO. It is believed that HKTA will continue its
participation in the newly founded \I/TO when it,
totally replaces IUOTO in 1975.
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2. Pacific Area Travel Association (PATA)
PATA was organized in Hawaii in 1951 as a non-
profit corporation for stimulating tourist traffic
to and within the Pacific region.
PATA's activities include research, promotions,
publicity, advertising, publications, training, etc.
But the main portion of PATA's total efforts has been
concentrated on marketing.
HKTA's Marketing Director was elected to the
Board of PATA during the annual conference held in
March 1973. And Hong Kong will host the 1977 PATA
conference and workshop.
3. East Asia Travel Association (EATA)
EFTA is a regional tourist body comprising
national tourist organizations, air and sea carriers,
hotel associations, and travel agent associations, in
eight East Asian countries, namely, TaiWan, Hong Kong,
Japan, South Korea, Macau, the Philippines, Singapore,
and Thailand.
Since its establishment in 1966, EATA has focused
its efforts on marketing, particularly in the European
travel market. Starting in fiscal 1070,EATA has
expanded its marketing effort to Nor Lli Amcrica so as
to have a more adequate exposure to this affluent
market. Hong Kong naturally too par In alla11. these
activities and prorarnrnec or zecl by is
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COMPARSION OF OVERSEAS TOURIST OFFICES OF
SELECTED NATIONAL TOURISM ORGANIZATION IN ASIA
TaiWanAustralia Singapore Thai land PhilippinesJapanHong Kong
Los Angeles San FranciscoNorth America San Francisco San Francisco Los Angeles San Francisco
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TokyoAsia Tokyo TokyoBangkok Tokyo Tokyo Tokyo
Hong Kong
Source: HKTA, ATC, STPB,
JNTO, TOT, TBT, PTC.
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CHAPTER 6
THE FUTURE OF TOURISM IN HONG KONG
6.1 SIZE AND STRUCTURE
Expenditure by tourists in Hong Kong could climb to
about HK$4,899 million in 1978. The estimate is based on an
evaluation of the likely trends of Hong Kong's major tourist
markets. For example, long term projections of the United
States market show that somewhat more than 300,000 Americans
can be expected to visit Hong Kong in 1978. Evaluation of
Japan's market shows that by the time of 1978, Hong Kong shall
have 821,223 Japanese visitors. And the total number of tourist
arrivals will be approximately 1,880,000 in 1978.
Per capita visitor expenditure over a three-night period
is estimated about HK`t2,606 by 1978 assuming a 5 per cent annual
increase from 1972 due to increased expenditures by the tourists
and inflation.
TABLE 6.1












Some of the charadteristics of Hong Kong's future
tourism market can be anticipated. In the first place, the
market will probably increase from 32.3 per cent of Japanese
in 1972 to roughly 44 per cent in 1978. The other markets
such as United States, West Europe, Australia, etc. can also
be expected to grow substantially, but not in a proportion to
the Japanese. If Hong Kong can solve the problems discussed
later in the section dealing with recommendations, the average
stay of five days per visitor may be achieved.
TABLE 6.2











However, it should be noted-that because of the Middle
East War in October, 1973 and the subsequent Arab oil embargo,
industrialized nations which have been the major tourist
generating markets will feel the pinch very soon and tourism in
Hong Kong may be hurted as a result of economic recession and
inflation in those nations. Therefore, it is reasonable to
believe that growth of tourism in the coming years will be
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slower. According to an official of HKTA, growth of tourism in
1974 will be approximately 10 per cent over 1973 which is
exactly the same as projected by the author by using the parabola
method.1 Although the official said the world fuel shortage
will result in a decrease in long haul traffic and it will not
have an important impact on short haul travel, many local travel
agents were getting worried that their business will drop
drastically especially when the Japanese Government ban on
charter flights to save fuel comes into effect in April, 1974.
They are afraid that the ban will reduce the number of Japanese
tourists coming to Hong Kong.2 As Japanese account for almost
40 per cent of the total number of tourists visiting Hong Kong,
any drop would mean a heavy blow to most sectors of the tourist
industry, especially the travel agents who handle package tours.
The Manager of All Nippon Airways which is the most important
airline operating charter flights between Hong Kong and Japan
also agreed that business would be seriously affected when the
ban came into force, although the exact effects can not be
known at the present stage.3
6.2 ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE
Expenditures of HK$4,899 million by international
tourists in 1978 should generate about HK$15,676 million in
national income. Allowing for a rise in Hong Kong's population
to 5.2 million, this would mean a contribution to per capita
income of HK$3,014, an increase of HK$1,284 per capita over 1972
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level.
Tax revenues accruing to the Government on business
generated by tourism should exceed HKIr1,567 million, which is
almost as half as the Governrrent's total expenditure in 1972.4
Cumulatively, in the period of 1973-1978, expenditures by
tourists could run as high as HK+$21, 492 million and add roughly
HK$68,000 million to Hong Kong's national income. Tax revenues
accruing to the Government during the period would total HK$6,800
million and wages and salaries paid out could be close to
HK$11,605 million. However, before these benefits can be
obtained, Hong Kong must first develop all its tourism potentials,
otherwise it will lose such amount of foreign exchange earnings.g
6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE TOURISM DEVELOFMWNT
Before giving serious consideration to the recommenaatiLOI1b
and problems discussed in following pages, it is important to
persuade the Hong Kong Government to tape positive steps towards
1
tourism development in Hong Kong.
As a matter of fact, Hong Kong may attain its ru11
potential if it can receive wholehearted support from the
Government. It has been generally agreed that governmental
action to stimulate tourist demand is of fundamental importance
for the general promotion of.tourism.5 Therefore, it is quite
evident that without such support, few of the recommendations
outlined here can be carried out. In fact, as the contribution
that the tourist industry can make in terms of foreign exchange
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receipts or tax revenues to the Government is so great, there
should not be much difficulty in convincing the Government
that it should put more efforts into tourism development in
the future.
1.Financing and Strengthening the HKTA
Although HKTA is one of the most efficient and
best-run tourism promotion organization in Asia, its
sphere of operation should be further broadened and
it must also )have a budget adequate to cope with
problems arising from tourism development. Moreover,
recommendations listed here obviously can not be put
into practice by HKTA with its present limited budget.
With respect to benefit-cost ratio of about forty to
one, Hong Kong Government's subvention to the HKTA in
1972 should have been HKIP18.2 million rather than the
actual HK$11.6 million, and should run about HK$39.2
million in 1978. The amount of capital required is
not beyond the reach of the Government's ability as its
tax revenues obtained from business generated on
tourism will be far exceeding.
In order to obtain the necessary governmental
support and make itself more closely related with
all aspects of tourism, some changes are necessary
within HKTA's internal structure.
(A) The Board of Directors should conslsti of both
Government and business leaders. This is
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especially important when the H KTA wants LU
nersua.de the Governs gent to support its projects.
(B) Small committees composed of the HKTA and
Government officials, business leaders, and
representatives from respective enterprises
should be established to discuss and attempt to
work out solutions for tourist problems. These
committees would operate in such fields as hotels
airlines, travel agents, shops, etc.
(C) The HKTA must co-operate with respective Government
departments such as the Department of Commerce and
Industry, the Royal Hong Kong Police, the Urban
Services Department, in handling and regulating
matters concerning supervision and control of
shops, travel agents, restaurants, beaches, etc.
2. Promotion and Marketing
Tourism is a commodity which needs aggressive
marketing strategies especially when facing a highly
competitive market. Therefore, consistent, hard-
hitting promotion, although expensive, is a mandatory
for the success of tourist industry in Hong Kong.
An intensive promotional campaign in foreign
countries should be undertaken particularly in places
identified as important target mar_1ets. These
include Japan, United States, Lest Europe, South East
Asia, and Australia. However, as most of the promotion
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campaigns were held in the same old cities for many
times, attentions should also be given to other
cities with great potential. Here is a list of
places that are worth to receive HKTAs attention.
(A) United States- Houston, Dallas, Atlanta, Kansas
City, Minneapolis.
(B) Japan- Kanazawa
(C) Europe- Milan, Brussels, Goteborg,
(D) Australia- Perth, Adelaide
As for the promotion and marketing programme, it
should be balanced between sales and promotion
techniques, ,publicity, and advertising. In order to
get the maximum result for the money spent, programmes
must be designed with great care and be worked out
with the assistance of high calibre personnel.
(A) The in.,roduction of package tours or charter
inclusive tours, ideally with the co-operation of
the Cathay Pacific Airways or other international
airlines.
(B) Mobilizing overseas Chinese into tourist groups to
visit Hong Kong. This will certainly be very
effective in South East Asia and even North America
where there are plenty of Chinese people.
(C) More overseas travel offices should be set up
even though it needs a lot of money. A worthwhile
travel office ought to be situated in downtown area
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on the ground floor and run oy auequde numbers
of competent personnels. Meanwhile three additional
offices should be set up in Houston of the United
States, Capetown of South Africa, and Rio de
Janeiro of Brazil respectively. The reasons for
setting up offices in these areas are that. as
most of the competing countries concentrate their
efforts in exactly the same markets of Hong Kong,
therefore, Hong Kong must seek new markets to
sell its product. Secondly, although the GNP per
capita of South Africa and Brazil is not so high-
as that of Europe or North America, the gap between
the rich and the poor is great, and the rich men
afford travelling to Hong Kong.6
can certainly
(D) Besidestaking,part in the promotionalcuivitiosorganizedbythe PATAandFATA,EIKTAshouldalso
work closely with the Japan National Tourist
Organization and the Tourist Organization of
Thailand. Few people will travel 10,000 miles
and visit only Hong Kong or Japan or Thailand
unless there are more places around worthy of
staying. Therefore, joint promotion can be
organized so that tourists who come to Thailand
will also visit Hong Kong and Japan, and vice
versa. This is particularly importantzas the
South East Asia countries including Thailand,
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Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Phillippines,
South Viet-Nam, Laos, and Khmer Republic have
already had an organization called South East
Asian Promotion Centre for Trade, Investment and
Tourism (SEAPROC) to promote tourism within
these countries. Another organization, the
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
also has a Permanent Committee on Tourism to
conduct progtammes for marketing ASEAN as a
package destination area. In order to compete
with these countries in the future, Hong Kong
should co-operate with japan, South Korea, TaiWan,
and Thailand. The first action may be on offering
of Circle Trip, that is, by persuading them'
national airlines with the support of their Civil
Aviation Departments that tours may start from
any one point in the member countries and continue
to the other member countries. Such package can
then utilise the most convenient and frequent
route available in these countries.
As for publicities, this should include distribution
of news releases and 'photographs concerning scenry and
development of Hong Kong to all kinds of newspapers,
magazines, trade journals. Among the publications
of HKTA, the following ones are very useful in.
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introducingH ong K ong to foreignersand thereforesnou - L u
be distributedoverseas .
( A ) S hoppingP rice G uide
( B ) C onventionF acilitiesin H ong K ong
( C ) E xcitingT hingsto D o in H ong K ong
( D ) H ongK ongB eaches
T hese booklets will give the potential tourists a
rough idea about H ong K ong , its location, facilities,
attractions, scenries , and characteristics. HKTA can
also participate in fairs and exhibitions in various
parts of the world . T he activitieswould include
display of tourist publicity materials , distribution
of tourist brochures , and establishmentof information
booths.
A s for advertising, it should include pain
advertisementsi newspapers, magazines , trade
jective is
journals, radios, televisions. T he ie mainobjectiveto arouseinterestsamonypotentialtouristsand it
can be in co - operationwith airlines, hotels , travel
agents . S uch kinds of joint advertisingcan not only
reduce the advertising expense but also gives readers
more informationabout the infrastructureof H ong K ong .
3 . C onventions
T he C onventionD epartmentof HKTA should be
entrusted with the followin L activities for the
realizationof its objectives.
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(A) Advertising and publicity to promote the image of
Hong Kong as a convention centre.
(B) Production of publicity materials including movies,
slides, and literatures concerning convention
facilities in Hong Kong.
(C) Research and collection of information on forth-
coming international meetings, exhibitions, fairs,
and conventions.
(D) Consultation with the local host committees or
organizations for the planning and operation of
the conferences.
(E) Gudiance of and liaison with interested organizations.
(F) To invite policy making personnels for convention
facilities familiarization tour in Hong Kong.
Moreover, all printed materials, movies, slides
should contain the various convention facilities
available in Hong Kong, accommodations, and transportation,
colourful events, scenic and historic places to be
visited during pre- and post- convention tours in Hong
Kong.
4. Organizing Trade Fairs, Exhibitions, and International
Athletic Meets
One way of attracting more businessmen is to
organize trade fairs in Hong Kong. This should be
conducted jointly with the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council. For example, the Fashion Fair held in Hong
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Yong every year is very successful whether in terms of
number of orders received by factories or number of
visitors. Therefore, more such fairs can be held in
future.
Exhibitions may also attract foreign visitors.
For example, international film festival, international
motor show, international toy exhibition, etc. may add
tremendous interest to tourists.
These two kinds of activities are possible when
the Hunghom indoor stadium which has some 200,000
square feet of space suitable for the holding of open
air exhibitions and the World Trade Centre which also
contains a large exhibition hall are completed at the
end of 1976 and 1975 respectively.
As for athletic meets or sporting events especially
for those up to international scales, Hong Kong does
not have adequate facilities at all. However, this is
a kind of activity that can attract a lot of tourists
in addition to the participants. For example, the
British Commonwealth Games, the Asian Football Cup
Tournament, the World Tennis Championship Tournament,
etc. will offer plenty of entertainments to tourists.
In order to become a host of these events, the
Government must first build facilities including
stadiums, dormitories for participants, and adequate
transportation systems.
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5. Industrial and Home--Visit System
Hong Kong is considered as one of the most
important industrial centre in Asia. Many foreign
visitors may therefore decide to visit industrial
firms and factories to observe the high level of
Hong Kong industries. The IIKTA should then take the
initative to compile a directory of such firms and
factories in Hong Kong which allow to be visited by
foreign tourists.
On the other hand, many foreign visitors are
very interested and wish to understand more about the
Chinese ways of life. It will be helpful if HKTA
can organize a Home-Visit System so that tourists
who wish to visit or even to stay with a Chinese
family for a few days can apply to HKTA, while these
families who are willing to receive the tourists
should also registrar with HKTA stating the time and
the kind of people they like to meet.
It is obvious that this kind of visit system
can not only arouse the interests of tourists, and
also promote business contacts in the case of industrial
visits and international understanding in the case of
home visits.
6. Youth Hostels
There will probably be enough hotels to cater the
more affleunt tourists in the next decade or so.
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However, as there will be more and more young
travellers in the future, it is essential to have
some youth hostels which are simple, neat and
inexpensive accommodation facilities. They are
specially designed for promoting wholesome travel
by the youth, to encourage cultivation of sound mind
and body, and to consolidate international amity
through travel between the youth of Hong Kong and
those from abroad.
As youth hostel are non-profit making, they
should be built or subsidized by the Government and
managed by the HKTA or an independent organization
like the Youth Hostels Inc. in Japan, United States,
the Youth Hostels Association in England, South Korea,
Malaysia, etc. The location of such hostels need not
be in the downtown area. It will even be better if
it situates in area whose surroundings, including
nature, is favourable for receiving youths. The ideal
places in Hong Kong are Lantao Island, Sai Kung,
certain islands in the Mirs Bay, etc. Furthermore,
as these hostels are for youths with limited money,
they should be offered below or at cost price.
7. Resort Development
P-11 any tourists besides sightseeing and shopping
in the place they visit now also demand relaxation
and recreation activities. In view of this trend,
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many countries even those in Asia have begun to
develop resort facilities. For instance, the Walker
Hill recreation and hotel complex in South Korea
which consists of five hotels, thirteen villas, a
night club, and two legalized casinos,7 the Pattaya
beach resort of Thailand is also very well-known
among tourists and travel agents and it is well
equipped to handle large scale charter groups,8 and
the Singapore Government has also recently undertaken
a project to develop the Sentosa island into a resort
area comprising hotels, swimming lagoon, golf course,
cable cars, etc.9 Hong Kong seems to fall behind
in comparison with these countries.
In fact, it is not until the end of 1973 when
the Government showed interest in developing the
Lantao Island into somekinds of resort area, then
several consortiums announced that they planned
to turn Lantao island into a vacation and pleasure
land for both the foreign tourists and local people.
However, as there are several companies which have
interests in such projects, a good and careful
planning is necessary so that there will not be
waste of space and land on the Island and competition
among each other in the future. A list of facilities
is recommended as follows.








(H) Cinema and theater
(I) Casinos
When planning these facilities, it is important
to find ways of involving local interests of all kinds
in the early stage, that is, the Government should also
consider the effects of such projects on the environment
and the local residents of Lantao Island. Moreover,
resort development should not be confined in the
Lantao Island, other places such as the Sai Kung
Peninsula, the Lamma Island are also good locations
for this purpose. 10 When there are more than one
place that can be developed into a resort area, the
selection should be based on the following criteria:
(A) Uniqueness of tourist attractions.
(B) Concentration of tourist attractions.
(C) Availability of accommodation facilities and other
services.
(D) Accessibility using all modes of transportation
with special emphasis on helicopter service.
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8. Protection of Tourists Visiting Hong Kong
It is not uncommon that tourists visiting Hong
Kong suffer personal discomfort or material loss when
they are cheated during shopping or subject to
misrepresentation of holidays by travel agents. This
is particularly true for Japanese tourists who are
easy victims of commission racket, pickpockets, and
even prostitution. Fleecing of visitors has already
earned Hong Kong a bad reputation in recent years.
Something must be done before tourists are turned
away due to such malpractices.
(A) Travel Agents
Any person who intends to operate a travel
agency must register with the Government. If his
application for registration is approved, he should
deposit a certain amount of his business guarantee
fund.
(B) Shops
Only those shops which are members of the
HKTA should be recommended to tourists. Prices of
the commodities sold in these shops should be in
accordance with those published in the Shopping
Price Guide by the HKTA.
(C) Restaurants and Hotels
A special committee or council should be set
up in HKTA to recommend restaurants and hotels
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as Approved International Hotels and !Approved
International Restaurants in accordance with
certain standards. The aim is to offer foreign
tourists guaranteed quality and service during
their stay in Ilong Kong. These Approved
International Hotels/Restaurants are invariably
provided with clean and excellent facilities
which are suitable for use by foreign visitors.
Every hotel and restaurant thus recommended is
required to hang out a sign of the Approved
international Hotel/Restaurant so that Foreign
tourists can see it easily.
9. Vocational Training
Lack of training facilities is another serious
problem within the tourist industry in Hong Kong. There
is no large scale hotel and catering school in Hong Kong
and the two small training schools, the Luthern '!orld
Service Kwuntong Vocational Training Centre and the
Bishop Bianchi College of Careers, are graduating
less than one hundred students who are trained for
lower level jobs in hotels such as reservation clerks,
housekeepers, bar tender=, etc. each year. Senior
posts are held either by expatriates or local people
who have received professional trainings in Europe or
United States. The standard of training in hotels
themselves is usually very good, but the scale is
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small and limited a few to their own staffs because
they believe that to train an employee too well is
to invite his competitors to poach him with higher
salary.
Therefore, it is Government's responsibility to
provide trainings to those people ,.rho have the intention
of developing their career in hotels or tourism.
Vocational training of tourism personnel is under some
form of governmental aegis in many OECD countries and
the type and level of facilities offered either by
the government or jointly by the public and private
sector is growing. ll Training courses for middle
level management personnels should be offered in the
Hong Kong polytechnic, while degree courses in Hotel
Management and Tourism should be set up in either one
of the two universities.
In addition to the training programmes or courses
provided within Hong Kong, people from both the
Government and private organizations concerned with
tourism can attend courses conducted in foreign
countries. For example, there are training programmes
for foreign trainees every year held in Japan under
the sponsorship of the Japanese Government under the
Colombo Plan, United Nations Technical Assistance
Programmes.
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Hong Kong may have its shortcomings- limited space,
rising prices, fleecing of visitors, petty crimes, etc. But
Hong Kong can still maintain its leading position in tourism in
Asia for at least a few decades provided that the above
recommendations are adopted in the near future.
NOTES
1. Mr. Louis Tong, Manager of the Research and Statistics
Department, Hong Kong Tourist Association.
2. Miss Pauline Yu, Assistant Manager, International Tavel
Service Ltd.
3. lir. M. Miyata of All Nippon Airways.
Hong Kong Government's total expenditure in 1971-1972 was
HK$2,939.1 million.
5. OECD, International Tourism: A Renewed Rate of Increaser',
OECD Observer, October 1970, n.35.
6. Per capita GNP of the Republic of South Africa and Brazil in
1972 was US x977 and US 446 respectively.
According to the South China Morning 13 Post dated 11th December,
1973, 100,000 black Africans out of fifteen million are rich
enough to take a month°s trip to Europe every year, spending
about 650 sterling pounds not including pocket money. Two
trips to Europe and two to United States on a large scale
have already been planned for 1974.
7. Hong Kong Council Genieral, Republic of Korea, ''Rich Heritage
that Tourists are Unable to Resist`.', Korea Current, No. 5,
1973, p.23.
v. Plus Points iii. Thai Tourism, Asia Business and Industry,
March 1974, p.46.
9. Singapore Tourist Promotion Board, Annual Report 1971-1972,
10. For more detailed analysis, see Transport and Tourism
Technicans Ltd., Hong Kong as a Holiday 4sort, Hong Kong:
Hong Kong Tourist Association.
11. OECD, International Tourism in OECD Member Countries,
OECD Ob erver, October 1971, p.16
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Chinese New Year February
Lantern Festival February
Ching Ming Festival April
Birthday of Tin Hau April
Cheung Chau Bun Festival May
Dragon Boat Festival June
Yue Lan Festival August
Mid Autumn Festival September
Chung Yeung Festival October
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1香 港 旅 遊 事 業 之 發 展 與 展 望
香 港 之 旅 遊 事 業 在 過 去 三 十 年 間 進 展 神 速 ， 至 一 九 七
三 年 ， 旅 遊 收 入 幾 達 二 十 三 億 港 元 ， 佔 當 年 國 民 生 產 毛 額
百 分 之 七 。 但 由 於 亞 洲 大 部 份 國 家 │ │ 例 如 星 加 坡 ， 台 灣
， 南 韓 ， 菲 律 賓 ， 泰 國 等 │ │ 亦 開 始 認 識 旅 遊 事 業 對 國 家
經 濟 之 巨 大 利 益 ， 均 因 此 ， 它 們 都 著 力 開 拓 本 國 之 旅 遊 潛
力 ， 使 香 港 面 臨 極 大 之 挑 戰 與 競 爭 。
本 研 究 之 目 的 ， 在 分 析 香 港 旅 遊 之 發 展 及 其 成 功
的 因 素 ， 尤 其 注 意 此 項 事 業 對 經 濟 之 影 響 ， 香 港 政 府 所 擔
當 之 角 色 ， 以 及 前 景 展 望 。 在 研 究 過 程 中 。 有 關 香 港 的 資
2料 均 取 自 香 港 旅 遊 場 會 ， 香 港 酒 店 業 協 會 ， 及 政 府 各 有 關
部 門 ； 至 其 他 國 家 的 資 料 ， 則 取 自 各 國 旅 遊 協 會 。 此 外 ，
為 探 求 專 家 及 經 營 旅 遊 事 業 人 仕 的 意 見 ， 作 者 並 曾 訪 問 與
旅 遊 業 有 關 之 協 會 ， 酒 店 ， 旅 行 社 ， 航 空 公 司 ， 及 遊 客 商
店 等 。
香 港 之 旅 遊 事 業 在 一 九 五 七 年 始 受 政 府 重 視 ， 據 香 港
旅 遊 協 會 統 計 ， 一 九 六 二 年 抵 港 遊 客 約 有 二 十 五 萬 人 ， 一
九 七 二 年 則 為 一 百 零 八 萬 人 ， 增 幅 達 百 分 之 三 百 三 十 。 自
一 九 七 一 開 始 ， 來 港 遊 客 人 數 以 日 本 居 第 一 位 ， 美 國 次
之 ， 東 南 亞 第 三 ， 西 歐 第 四 ， 澳 洲 與 紐 西 蘭 第 五 ； 男 女 遊
3客 的 比 率 為 二 比 一 ； 大 部 份 遊 客 年 齡 在 二 十 六 至 五 十 五 歲
之 間 ； 一 九 七 二 年 平 均 每 一 遊 客 在 香 港 逗 留 約 三 點 六 晚 ，
較 一 九 七 一 年 縮 減 零 點 三 晚 。
一 般 說 來 ， 日 本 遊 客 之 增 加 乃 是 因 為 他 們 認 為 香 港 是
值 得 遊 覽 的 地 方 ， 加 上 兩 地 距 離 甚 近 ， 又 有 價 格 廉 宜 之 □
機 來 往 。 另 一 方 面 ， 日 本 人 民 之 生 活 水 準 日 益 提 高 ， 國 民
收 入 直 追 歐 美 工 業 國 家 ， 人 民 有 能 力 負 擔 旅 遊 費 用 ； 同 時
很 多 日 本 公 司 和 工 廠 為 了 獎 勵 員 工 ， 不 但 給 予 他 們 旅 遊 假
期 ， 而 且 還 給 予 旅 行 津 貼 。 至 於 美 國 ， 一 直 是 來 港 旅 遊 客 的
第 一 位 ， 但 在 一 九 七 一 年 為 日 本 所 取 代 ， 其 所 以 如 此 ， 主
4要 是 因 為 近 年 來 美 國 經 濟 不 穩 定 ， 減 低 了 一 般 美 國 人 赴 外
旅 遊 的 能 力 ， 或 者 ， 廉 宜 的 □ 團 旅 遊 方 式 可 望 挽 回 此 一 頹
勢 。 東 南 亞 各 國 的 政 治 和 經 濟 近 年 來 十 分 穩 定 ， 國 民 收 入
也 逐 漸 提 高 ， 因 此 來 港 的 遊 客 亦 日 益 增 加 。 尤 其 東 南 亞 很
多 國 家 （ 如 星 加 坡 ， 馬 來 亞 ， 菲 律 賓 等 ） 有 很 多 華 僑 ， 他
們 大 多 經 營 工 商 業 ， 收 入 較 高 ， 同 時 亦 有 親 友 居 於 香 港 ，
故 常 來 港 渡 假 ， 探 親 ， 或 處 理 商 務 ， 對 香 港 旅 遊 事 業 甚 為
有 利 。 西 歐 遊 客 來 港 的 增 長 率 不 高 ， 但 這 是 一 個 有 龐 大 潜
力 的 市 場 ， 在 包 圍 旅 遊 的 方 式 下 ， 香 港 無 疑 會 成 為 遠 東 的
一 個 重 要 旅 遊 站 。 而 且 ， 香 港 與 歐 洲 的 日 趨 密 的 貿 易 關
5係 ， 也 會 帶 來 大 批 商 業 遊 客 。 澳 洲 和 紐 西 蘭 遊 客 來 港 的 數
目 也 在 增 加 中 ， 由 於 廉 宜 旅 行 團 的 出 現 ， 乞 後 澳 洲 和 紐 西
蘭 遊 客 的 增 長 趨 勢 將 更 為 樂 觀 。 總 括 來 說 ， 基 於 下 述 原 因
， 未 來 數 年 內 來 港 遊 客 之 增 加 是 無 可 置 疑 的 事 。
一 世 界 人 回 與 經 濟 之 增 長 。
二 人 們 假 日 之 增 加 。
三 人 們 的 強 烈 旅 遊 慾 望 。
四 科 技 的 進 步 減 少 了 交 通 時 間 的 距 離 。
五 包 團 旅 遊 之 興 起 。
六 旅 遊 組 織 對 旅 遊 之 宣 傳 與 推 廣 。
6作 者 利 用 最 小 二 乘 拋 物 方 程 式 LEAST SQUARES PARABOLA
METHOD 推 計 ， 一 九 七 八 年 來 港 遊 客 將 達 一 百 九 十 萬 人 。
一 九 七 二 年 香 港 之 旅 遊 收 入 超 過 二 十 二 億 元 ， 此 項 收
入 幾 可 彌 補 香 港 之 貿 易 赤 字 。 香 港 政 府 自 旅 遊 事 業 中 所 取
得 之 稅 款 ， 亦 高 達 二 億 五 千 萬 元 。 此 外 ， 對 於 增 加 就 業 機
會 ， 促 進 地 方 發 展 ， 吸 引 外 國 投 資 等 ， 也 都 有 重 大 幫 助 。
香 港 旅 遊 事 業 之 推 廣 與 宣 傳 工 作 ， 主 要 由 政 府 所 資 助
的 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 辦 理 。 該 會 成 立 於 一 九 五 七 年 ， 目 的 在 統
籌 一 切 有 關 香 港 旅 遊 之 推 展 事 宜 ； 其 工 作 範 圍 包 括 廣 告 ，
宣 傳 ， 遊 客 指 導 ， 投 訴 處 理 ， 市 場 研 究 等 ， 其 經 費 大 部 來
7自 政 府 。 與 日 本 ， 澳 洲 比 較 ， 具 益 │ 本 率 BENEFIT-COST
RATIO 最 高 ， 表 示 香 港 政 府 應 給 予 更 多 的 財 力 支 持 。 事 實
上 ， 香 港 政 府 在 很 多 方 面 │ │ 例 如 旅 行 社 之 管 制 ， 旅 遊 設
施 及 休 憩 中 心 之 發 展 ， 集 會 場 所 之 興 建 等 │ │ 均 未 採 取 或
參 與 任 何 行 動 ， 這 自 然 會 削 弱 香 港 對 遊 客 的 吸 引 力 及 與 隣
近 國 家 的 競 爭 能 力 。
展 望 未 來 六 年 中 的 香 港 旅 遊 事 業 ， 估 計 到 一 九 七 六 年
， 遊 客 數 目 將 達 一 百 八 十 餘 萬 人 ， 以 平 均 逗 留 三 晚 計 ， 每
人 將 消 費 二 千 六 百 港 元 。 至 於 遊 客 來 源 ， 將 與 一 九 七 二 年
情 形 相 若 ； 首 為 日 本 ， 依 次 為 美 國 ， 東 南 亞 ， 西 歐 。 澳 洲
8及 紐 西 蘭 。
你 增 加 香 港 的 競 爭 能 力 ， 吸 引 更 多 的 遊 客 ， 以 及 使 此
等 遊 客 在 香 港 逗 留 較 久 時 間 ， 香 港 政 府 ， 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 ，
及 各 有 關 團 □ 和 行 業 必 須 採 取 若 干 積 極 步 驟 與 行 動 ， 以 下
即 作 者 所 建 議 者 ：
一 加 強 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 之 組 織 阿 財 政 預 算 。
二 加 強 宣 傳 活 動 與 隣 近 國 家 之 合 作 。
三 開 拓 集 會 市 場 。
四 舉 行 商 品 展 覽 會 及 國 際 性 體 育 競 賽 以 吸 引 遊 客 。
五 籌 辦 工 廠 和 家 庭 參 觀 節 目 。
9（ 六 ） 設 青 庠 宿 舍 以 便 利 年 輕 遊 客 。
（ 七 ） 建 立 包 括 各 種 體 育 ， 娛 樂 ， 及 購 物 設 施 之 休 憩 中 心 。
（ 八 ） 提 供 更 多 專 業 訓 練 ， 以 提 供 足 夠 人 材 於 各 旅 遊 行 業 。
（ 九 ） 嚴 格 管 制 各 旅 遊 行 業 ， 防 止 遊 客 受 欺 騙 或 剝 削 。
如 上 述 各 方 法 能 於 短 期 內 實 施 ， 香 港 旅 遊 事 業 的 發 展
， 在 可 預 見 的 未 來 將 無 可 限 量 。


